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"Acceptance of the present" 
condition Is the only form of 
extremism which discredits us to our 
children." 
-Lorraine Hansbury 
10 cents 
Ithaca, New York, October 29, 1971 
Onondagas Resist State Land Grab 
Reiecf Assimilation And Culture Kill 
The Onondaga Indian Nation is 
currently involved in a dispute with the 
State of New York concerning the 
addition of an acceleration lane on that 
part of Route 81 that passes through 
Indian lands.The Onondagas arc one of 
The six nations in the Iroquois 
Confederacy and their territory once 
stretched from Lake Ontario to the 
Pennsylvania border.Today they live on 
the approximately 16 square miles that 
make up the Onondaga Reservation 
located just a few miles south of 
Syracuse. 
Originally, 81 was to have passed 
through lands owned by Cornell 
. University and wealthy Syracusians with 
heavy political influence but these plans 
were set aside and the State decided to 
go through Onondaga land instead. In 
1952 New York called on the Indians to 
discuss the construdion of the four lane 
superhighway. The Onondagas were 
cognizant of the policy that was being 
followed by the Eisenhower 
administration known as Termination 
and therefore reluctantly agreed to 
grant an casement over 89 acres of right 
of way for a total of S3 I ,SOO. 
Negotiations for 'improvements' W:!rc 
also carried out again in 1956 and J 96 i. 
In the spring of this year, the State 
decided to build an acceleration lane 
adjacent to the land granted to them in 
the casement but they neglected to . 
inform or ask permission of the Indians. 
The Onondagas went to the 
construction site one day during the 
middle of August , but as there were 
only '.!O or 30 of them present, they 
were easily dispersed by State Troopers 
and one Indian was arrested for walking : 
on the highwy. ' 
The next time that the Indians 
appeared at the construction site the,e 
were more than I 00 of them including 
women and children. Engineers asked 
the people to keep away from the 
machinery but .they swarmed all over 
the area and the work crews were forced 
to stop. State officials said they would 
negotiate and agreed to a IO day work 
halt. In return the Indians gave the State 
permission to resume grading in the 
interests of public safety as there was no 
shoulder at that time but rather only a 
four foot drop. The Indians stipulated 
however, that "there was to be no 
concrete and no laying down of iron." 
Egbert· Union 
Expansion Proposed 
Blueprints are now on display in the 
Union Lounge for a proposed expansion 
to the current Union building. The 
extension would link the Union with 
the Muller Faculty Center and serve as a 
link connecting the Union in a continual 
chain to Job Hall. 
The · present Union building will 
house all the quiet activities such as a 
study lounge, small meeting rooms and 
Union offices. It will also have the food 
, I"'•,. 1 ••• • • 1 I,', 
.. ·-. 
preparation centers (both snack bar and 
cafeteria) on the lower level. 
The new addition would feature the 
noisier activities including a pub, coffee 
house, student-faculty lounge, shops, 
bookstore, game area. . · 
Construction will be of a shopping 
mall design, with two levels and an 
abundance of windows, which will 
enable students to look in activities 
without entering the room. 
Egbert Union building was one of the 
first buildings constructed on campus in 
I 960, with the enrollment figures of 
Ithaca College expected .not to exceed 
J SO~. With the mroe than doubling of 
enrollment, the Union building is 
inadequate to serve all the activities of 
the students. 
According to Ed Cobb, Union 
director, there is a possibility that the 
ground for the additions will be broken 
this July. Mr. Cobb's enthusiasm toward 
· the additioJ1s came out in his comment, 
"If you could put my excitement in 
words, you'd really have a story." 
,':.:' 
Indian Speaker To , 
Appear Friday. 
7: 30 p.m. in Rec Room 
Till' very 111:xt day hoWl'Vl'r, thl· Indians 
intcruptcd a Stak surveymg party tlwt 
was attemptin!,! lo put rdlcctiw ~lake, 
in. As soon a~ the lrntian~ appe;11ed the 
surveyor~ gatherL'd up thc·ir equipment 
and left hurriedly in ll!l'ir truck!>. 
Constru..:t1on wa~ ,tartc·d .1gai11 
almost i11111ll'd1.1tly but thc· lllllian" wc·nt 
lo thc• highway and oncc• morl' tmrc·d a 
halt lo the l·(instruction. It slwultl Ill' 
noted that thc· Wllrknll'n \\'l'IC u,,ually 
cooperativc· and ,,,oppc•d wo1 kmg wlwn 
the Indians askc·d thl'lll 1,1 hut as onc· 
Onondaga commc·ntcLI. .. 1'11c·y·1c· !,!c'tting 
paid for not working." , 
After the Indians la~t ,-1oppagl' they 
wen: onlcrl•d to appc,11 111 Nc•w Ylllk 
Stall' Suprl'llll' Court hut thl'Y Wl'nl 
instead lo a lm.:.il h·dl·r.il C"ou11 Ill arl!Ul' 
that lhc• Stall' h;1d no ,1u11,,J1ctio11 l;\'l'I 
lhl'lll a" the~ an· ,1 ,oVl'rl·ign nation. 
Although lhl' Judgl' originally agrl·c·d 
with the Indian~. Ill' \\ithdrl'\\ hi,.. 
"up port ;ind ,-l'n I I Ill' ca,l' had, Io I hl' 
State Court,,. Till' Judgl' 111 that court 
rnkd that 111: could not ,cc why thc· 
: con!>trud ion ,-hould not hl' n>nl mucd 
;and therefore ordL'rl·d till' !ndian, not to 
intcrfrrc. 
The Stale per"1"tl'll 111 thc11 .1lll'111ph 
al con,-trul·ting lhl· ,ll'l"l"k1.111on l.111l· h111 
hy 1iow lhl'Y \Vl'll' da11n1ng lh,11 11 w.1, 
,,,111ply .i ,houldl"J'. I hl· onl) p1ohk111 
was that this ·,,houldl·1· wa" to he l..t 
il'd \\'ldl· and paved wllh l"Oll..:il'tc· 
instead of the u,-ual .~ll to .~h inch gr.1wl 
strip that "crves a,- a ,hm1hkr ;1t c\'l'ry 
ol her po1111 on XI. 
Last Friday. afll'r their ewry alll'lllPI 
lo renew co11,-1rurt1011 had hl'l'll foiled 
by the llll'lllhl·rs of thl· Onondag;1 
Nation. lhc• Stale a!,!rec•u lo conl'llll' 1h 
building plan" to till' afo1l'llll'nl1oned 3h 
inch ,-houldn. ·1 hl' Clul'f~ 111e1 that night 
lo d,~.cu~, th•~ latl'~I ofter hut Wl'rl' 
hesitant lo go ;.dong with lhc· Stall" .md 
"o came to no ronclu,-iun. I hl· 1 ·1a11 
Mothers. thl· ulti111:itc· authority 111 till' 
Onond:ip.a Nation. a 111:itriarchy. voll'tl 
to refu~c even this offer a" llll'y had no 
reason to hclil'VL' 111 I he r1ofl-.,~ed goou 
intentions of lhL' Stale. 
Thl' energy that thc· lndi:111, ~Pl'lll 
ovl'r the Wl'l'kl'llll in attempting to 
uetermine wh:it rour,-l' of :ll"twn to 
follow in intcr;1ct1ng with.the Stall' with 
1t~ new, ~uppoSl'llly coopnat ivc policy 
proved a w:iste ol 11ml' when Stall' 
Troopers dl'livi.:reJ an inJunct ion a!,!alll~I 
the Nation lh,11 thi.: State h:id hl'l'll 
holding up it~ sleeve ~incL' Sl'pll'lllhcr 
I 7th. The mJUtll:tion prohih1ll·d lhl' 
Indians from making any lur1lwr 
attempts al stopping construction. Thl' 
State tried again to resume work on 
: Cont. on page five 
Pet Overpopulation Alarming 
Household pets arc now increasing in 
population at an alarming rate and the 
, public docs not generally realize the 
urgency of this situation. Dogs and cats 
· arc increasing at four times the rate of 
human population but because of a 
· breeding surplus, most pets do not live 
past the age of four months. 
Unwanted pets are often part of a 
litter that the owner cannot sell or ·give 
away. The owner often takes these 
unwanted pets to the local Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
(SPCA), and this organiza Lion then 
becomes totally responsible for the 
animals. 
At the Tompkins County SPCA on 
'Hanshaw Road, it is not rare to sec two 
. or three near-~dentical pups in one cage. 
Also, many irresponsible persons simply 
let their pets run astray until they arc 
picke~ up by wardens. 
If no one cares enough to buy a pet 
from the SPCA, (for a small fee) the 
animal is either injected with a killing 
drug, placed in a rapid decom prl'ssion 
chamber, or ch:ctrocutcd. 
Mrs. Linda C'ox, manager of the 
Tompkins County SPCA, told the 
Ithacan that somewhere between ten 
and fifteen pets, mostly puppies and 
kittens, find their way to the animal 
shelter each day. During the spring, the 
number increases. Fortunately, the local 
SPC ~ finds homes for two-thirds of the 
animals which arc taken in. This figure 
is high compared to other SPCl\'s 
around the country. 
Mike Van Dyke, who works at the 
SPCA part time, believes that the shelter 
"is too small for the amount of 
animals." Ile added that "sometimes 
there arc as many as three or four dogs 
in one cage." 
Many of the animals that come Lo 
the SPCA are sick, injured, or too 
aggr~ssive to be adopted. These animals, 
cont. on page five 
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BOB O'MALLEY'S 
Bring your hearty lum erjack appetite to Lums and tack e our great new 
Lumberjack sandwiches, dinners and specialties. · 
THE SUPERJACK-Stacked high with roast beef, ham, pastrami, melted cheese, 
lettuce and tomato. Served hot on our toasted egg bun. 
THE LUMBERJACK HAMBURGER- Hefty 113 lb. choice beef-fresh ground and gri I led 
. just the way you like it-garnished with tomato, lettuce and a thick slice of Bermuda 
Onion, on Lums toasted egg bun. · 
CHOICE ROAST BEEF- Lums U.S. Choice Beef sandwich with natural juices, served 
on our toasted egg bun. 
STEAK SANDWICH-Tender Club Steak, grilled just the way you like it and served 
open-faced- on our toasted egg bun, with lettuce and tomato. 
LUMS WORLD FAMOUS HOT DOGS-Lumdog-our man-sized Hot Dog 
with your choice of sauerkraut, relish or onions. Chili Cheese h 
Dog-ourextra largelumdogcoveredwithChiliandtopped t e . one. 
with melted cheese (onion on request). Chili Dog- the 
· Lumdog covered with Chili. l 
.. OTHERLUMSGREATS-SuperSub- E ace where:;''.,: 
marine. Hot Pastrami. Imported Holland :;;·,;' 
Ham and melted cheese. Sloppy Joe.- · .::\l ,: 
Luncheon and Dinner specials, too- 1 c tud \ 
Roast Beef, Lumberjack, Clam, Combination s en i: 
Seafood and Shrimp. • • 
Whatever your choice, it will taste better can 
with a frosty schooner of beer or your 
favorite soft drink. meet an 
374 Elmira Rd. llhac:1 feel welcome!' 
',, 1,,, 1 I• 
Safety 
Patrolm·an 
Appointed 
Campus 
Investigator 
by Betsy Mclane 
Louis Withiam, a former Safety 
Division patrolman, was 
appointed to the posjtion of 
Investigator for Ithaca College last 
Friday. The decision to create this 
new post was reached over the 
,ummer by President Phillips in 
..:onjunction with Vice-president 
of Student Affairs·, Stan Davis, 
and Vice-president of Business 
and Finance, Paul Farinella. The 
need for an investigator was first 
pointed out in the Lowell George 
Report which stated that a 
detective was necessary to file 
rnmplete inquiry reports. The 
post that has bee·n established 
docs not correspond exactly to 
George's suggestions. As a major 
distinction the title of Investigator 
was chosen instead of Detecth:e 
bt:cause the job entails probing 
happenings on campus, rather 
than checking dorms. 
According to President Phillips 
the investigator will be an 
Jdditional information source for 
the Safety Division staff. He will 
~xamine thefts, disturbances, and 
.:omplain~s in a more thorough 
manner than was possible before, 
Jlld he will "better protect and 
,crvin: the campus community." 
Farinella states that the 
investigator will be on campus to 
follow up cases of injuries or 
wrongs and to bring charges 
against offenders. He will pursue a 
number of different matters and 
will be a "student related social 
,crvice ·rather than a police 
<1ricnted detective." Funds have 
.1lready been set aside to pay for 
the job. 
Investigator Withiam is a native 
of the Ithaca area. He received a 
B. S. degree in Elementary 
Lducation in 1954 and a Masters 
degree in Educational 
.-\dministration in 1963, both 
trom Cortland College. He also 
,crved as Police Commissioner for 
the city of Ithaca in I 968-69 
during the major disturbances at 
Cornell, and feels that his 
~xperience qualifies him for the 
10b. Withiam has been employed 
.1t Ithaca College since July 1970. 
I lis ~pecific du ties as lnvestiga tor 
have not yet been explicitly 
'>tJted, but he hopes that they will 
he concretely listed by next week. 
Campus life 
Investigates 
firearms 
by Stu Z. Shapiro 
The Campus Life Committee 
has been investigating the 
controversy over the function and 
legality of firearms on campus. 
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Student Court 
To· Broaden Scope 
by Dave Knowlton 
There is a silent partner in the 
governance system of Ithaca 
College, known as the student 
court system. These courts lwar 
cases involving infractions by 
students on· the campus, and 
counseling or work sentenced fail, 
and they have therefore aimed.at 
out-of-court settlements as well"as 
educational sanctions whenever a 
student is found guilty. 
Ralph Siciliano, chairman of 
the committee, has instituted two 
sub-committees to aid in 
fact-finding and 
recommendations. One, consisting 
of Professors Jules Burgevin and 
Martin Brownstein will research 
the feasibility and nec1:_ssity of an 
ombudsman service. This 
mediator would have binding 
arbitration, and his selection must 
therefore be approved by 
st u d e.n ts, fa cu It y, and 
administrators. He would be 
retained on a year-round basis. 
• determines what action, if any. 
Because at this time then: is no 
specific.: judic.:ial system to follow, 
the student court has been 
operating in a kind of vacuum. A 
nl'W court systl'lll ha~ been 
adopted and passl·d by the t 
Judicial Committel' and hopefully 
will he adopted hy the rest ol the 
Ralph Siciliano 
should he taken. There are two 
cour~s in the system, the student 
court and the community court. 
and each is comprised of seven 
justices. Thi: community court 
functions as the court of appeals 
for students dissatisfo:d with 
decisions n:achcd by lower courts. 
The cases that the student 
court has heard this semc~tl'r have 
been closed since it is felt that it is 
the defendant's right to such 
con fidcntialit y. The cases have 
rJnged from theft to assault. Thl' 
court has heard tlHl'e cases while 
another tl•n cases have been 
settled out of court. All stuJcnh 
"involved with the court feel that 
disciplinary action should only hc 
used when other option~ such a~ 
IC l"Ommunity soon. llopefully, 
under the proposl'd Judici,11 
system which explains structurl• 
and 1irol·cdurc~ morl' ddinatl'IY. 
the i.:ourt will be able to hrualkn 
Jls si.:opl' ,111d lk,Ji mo1e directly 
W i t h t h C l' 11 t I r C C ,I Ill p LI ~ 
communily. S1udents with legal 
or judicial problem~ arl' llr!!l'd to 
con tact the Of11re or Student 
Concerns in the hasr1m.•nt of thc 
Vice-president of the Student 
Body Gregg Davis commented, "I 
would rather see an effective 
student government than an 
ombudsman service. I ft:el that 
student government can be a 
potent too I for- implementing 
student demands -· we don't need 
a middleman." Davis is also 
serving with Lucy Mysyk and 
John Covert on another 
sub-committee to investigate the 
possession of guns on campus. 
Virtually all the members of the 
Campus Life Committee arc 
opposed to having firearms on 
campus. but they do acknowledge 
the popularity of hunting. 
Professors Brownstein and 
B urgevin have clearly indicated 
that they believe there should be 
no guns on campus, without 
exception. 
Budget Dilema 
Remains Unresolved 
Presently, all firearms must be 
registered with Safety Division 
and are prohibited in the dorms. 
Campus patrolmen do not carry 
any, although as deputy sheriffs, 
they may legally do so. 
The committee will meet again 
this afternoon to further discuss 
these matters. Debate is also 
planned on the allocation of an 
all-Black dorm, and a proposal 
that the College retain a 
full-time lawyer. 
by Ward Silver 
Attempts to resolve Student 
Congress' budget dilemma proved 
fruitless last night as only eight 
voting representatives were 
pre~cnt at this, their seventh 
gathering. 
Stating that the meeting, due 
to the recent study break, was not 
s pc cifically mandated, Congress 
President Ralph Siciliano was able 
to privately elaborate the 
budgetary situation. In citing that 
the college's dorms had 
unexpectedly requested six· 
percent of the initially allocated 
S80,000 budget (S4800), Siciliano 
stressed the scarcity of 
appropriable funds. He noted the 
separn tion between tho~e budgets 
labeled "categorical" that is, these 
monies requested periodically by 
various social and academic 
organizations, Student Congress 
and dorms, and those labeled 
"linear" referring to those budgets 
s pcci fica lly amounted for the 
school year. Reflecting on the 
greater "flexibil1t}-" of the 
former, Siciliano ex plained that 
FIL MED IN SYRACUSE, NEW YOR 
lU .. 
STATE THEATRE ITHACA 
OCT 28th THRU NOV. 2 
ADMISSION $2.QO 
irhe Freshmen 
T.HURS 7:30 & 9:00 
Fill . • SAT •• SUN. - 7:00, 1:30, 10:00 
MON - TUES • 7:30 • 9:00 
MATINEE SAT & SUN 2:30 PM -$1.75 
organizations, should t hl'y so 
desire, would be in a more 
desirable position to request 
appropriations should an event 
be planned. 
To this point, however, the 
academic approach lo the 
budgetary predicament has been 
subordinated to Paul Farinella, 
and the college's Budget Planning 
Committee. In asking for S 18,000 
to supplement the initial $80,000, 
the committee refused. explaining 
necessary commitments totaling 
SI 50,000; for example, 
reparations to Quarry dorm. 
Consultation with such 
administrative individuals and 
ensuing reevaluation resulted in a 
figure (although not divulged) 
significantly lower than the prior 
S 1 8,000, recommended hy the 
Executive Board . 
Siciliano is optimistic that the 
budget is~ue will straighten ibelf 
out shortly. For the meantime, 
however, Congressional solidarity 
and interest of the College 
community appears to he of the 
greatest import. 
• I f t t I t I I I I 4 f I I I I I I 
:. ~P~E 
TONIGHT THRU TUES 
J "THE BRAZEN 
WOMEN OF BALZAC'" 
·PLUS 
"THAT WOMAN" 
Now SHOWINCi 7:00& 9 P.M. 
FIND OUT YOUR.SELF 
WHY EVERYONE'S.TALKING ABOUT· 
PIRRO'S PIZZA 
404 w. State si. 
272-1950 . 
213 Dryden Rd. 
272-6770 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
PIZZA 
CHICKEN 
SPAGHEffl 
4TACOS 
YOUR 
CHOICE 99° 
.. , o. Su Suilwldl at ...... Price - Get w Su at 
1/2""9 
. _ .. ,, 
• .. 
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Poli Sci Announces· 
Peking University. 
Summer Study Possibility 
by Zukor 
Dr. Stcf;.in Leader, an I(' 
prok~~or of political scie nee. is 
plea~ed to announce the 
po,;~ihility 01 a summer ~tudy 
:-,e.,,;ion al J>eJ..ing liniver.,ily. 
Ith.tea College. along with ~cveral 
other :-.d10ob. has a good chance 
of sending student:-. lo mainland 
China lo ,tudy. Dr. Leader 
e\pla111ed !hat the prngram was 
hl'lll!! or,;anl/.l'd hy I hL' A men can 
Institute for hircign Study, wiii<.:h · 
ha, organi1.ed ,i1111lar programs 
throughout lhl' world. 
l\e,;ol1atio11~ arc now being 
comluclL'd through thL· Chinese 
l:ml1;1:-.~y 111 London. and a final 
agreement ha:-. not yet been 
reached. Dr. Leader added 
however that nothing hut 
f.ivorahk rc:-.pon~e, have heL·n 
recL·ived t hw, for, and he feel:-. 
encouraged a:-. lo the outcome. 
Favorable response received thus 
for, stale~ Stefan Leader 
Dr. Leader dl•,;crihcd the ~erve~ a, an uu.lication of smcerc 
program a:-. a six w•.·d, ,;tudy interest. 
,L·.,:-.1llll L'Xlend111,; from 1111d-July Thl' program itself will co~t the 
to I he end of Augu~t. Four oft he student S 1,200 and this covers 
six weeks will be ,;pent stuLlymg at everything. The session has been 
l'd,111g llnivcn,ity. The remaining · allowed six credits, however there 
I wo weeks will hL' pa~,cd in the is a good chance that it may he 
country~idc tCluring various raised. Before leaving the States 
village~ ;ind seeing how life undcr there will he a short and limited 
Mao affect~ the rural areas. orientation program held in 
The courses at Peking will he in lthaqt. It is advised that interested 
English assured Dr. Leader, and students have a related course or 
would probably deal with history do some outside reading in order 
from the Ch1ne~e viewpoint. that they have sufficient 
Another course Dr. Leader background. Again, however.there 
·anticipates is one dealing with is no pre-requisite and the criterion 
Maoist Thought. however he will be sincerity and interest. 
stated that the :H.:tual course Dr. Leader secs the Summer 
content is flexible. Study Program to China as "an 
It is difficult to say who will bl' attempt to · understand a new 
able to go at this time. Selections Society, and witness first hand the 
will depend upon maturity and an results of the most massive social 
interest in this area. All interested , upheaval in this ccniury." For all 
persons may ohtain applications · Pc rs on s ~ e ck in g f u r t-h c r 
from Dr. Leadcr's office, room i n for rn a t ion t h C firs t 
301>. 111 the Mueller Faculty ,irganizational meeting will he 
Building. An advance deposit of held. Monday November 8 at 3:00 
S156 will he required of ;ill p.m .. Ill F-308. It is hoped that a 
interested students hut this is large turnout will be realized and 
refundable at any time and only that questions may be ans~ered. 
.Happy's Hour 
fWIDAY~sNt•• .. •.a. 
PITCHER OF "T.HE Kl'NG OF BEERS" 
BUDWEISER- $}~00 
,.N ... ,..St. · 
~TURDAYS 3 PM.·Tn. 7 
BLOODY MARY'S SOt 
-.J . . 'I 
Lums 
Re-Opens 
Managed By 
Former IC Student 
Lums Restaurant, at 374 
Elmira Road, recently re-opened 
doors after a complete renovation 
of the building and equipment. 
The restaurant is currcn tly owned 
by Robert O'Mallcy. a former 
Ithaca College student. 
O'Mallcy majored in the TV-R 
department al IC' for three years. 
After being employed as a 
distributor for a motion picture 
compa11y, he became the night 
manager at the Ithaca Lums while 
it was under a franchise owned by 
a m arkcting corporation which 
owned 20 other Lums. When the 
corpora t ion w c n t ban k r u pt, 
Lums, Inc. sold the Ithaca 
franchise to O'l\falley. 
The restaurant, under the 
pn.:vious ownership, "did not have 
the close personal in I crest" that 
restaurant must have in order to 
opernte properly, O'Malley 
commented. He said that it did 
not have the cleanliness it should 
have smcc no one really cared 
about the restaurant's general 
appearance. Under the new 
ownership, the restaurant has 
gotten much patronage from both 
passers-by and area residents in its 
t hrec wee ks of operation. The 
number of items on the menu has 
been doubled. O'Mallcy plans to 
have a steak sandwich in addition 
to the 'traditional Lums' roast 
beef, and a new sandwich. called 
a Supcrjack, made with roast beef, 
ham, pastrami, melted cheese, 
lettuce, tomato and pickle. 
Bob O'Mallcy is currently 
considering specials to IC students 
who come down to the new 
Lums. Any organization or group 
may call Bob and arrange special 
rates for a meal. Last Saturday, 
the owner received a large group 
who viewed and participated in 
the Cornell road rally and drank 
beer at half price. 
O'Malley extends his 
hospitality lo all hungry travelers 
and especially greets IC students 
with his many specials, 
."Livia'· in ·the U.S.A. 
Exit To 
Nedrow 
by Steve Kavee 
The life flow of American culture thrives on theft. The histon 
books would prefer to call it Yankee ingenuity, melting pot a11J 
other trite euphemisms. But the cattle barons didn't get to be so rid1 
by being nice guys. While Bo1pnza glorifies the rugged Old We,1 
nobody cvcrn mentions where old Ben Cartwright .got his land. And 
of course the glory of manifest destiny sends a shudder of patriofo111 
over Americ.:ans everywhere, while to the Indians of this continent. 1: 
was just another word for genocide. 
Wagon trains, hardy pioneer images, ruthless savage Indian,. 
innocent settlers just trying to start a new life, all arc part of a wl111: 
American image of the history of this land. After the settlers, th, 
railroad stoic through, wiping out the buffalo with Indians fair gallie 
too. Finally, just as in Vietnam, the Indian Wars institutionalized the 
process of eliminating a whole race and made it more efficient. ·1 :,,; 
Indian "problem·· settled, the remnants of the orice millions stron:: 
federation of Indian nations were moved to federal land, l I,~ 
rcscrva lions. 
And now to the present. Nedrow is a sign on route 81. Nedrow i, 
a town about five miles south of Syracuse. You can pass the sign fur 
years and it will have as much impact as the signs that glare Preble 
and Tully. But Nedrow is more interesting than the sign announcing 
its presence. There is an Onondaga Indian reservation there anJ 
route 81 slices right through it. Take the exit and you arc in lndi.111 
territory. Welcome to America. · 
Treaties, bargains, trades; all legal and correct in the minds 01 
millions of Americans. The Onondaga Tribe which lives in Nedrow h 
part of the lroquios Nation, sovereign and separate from the 
government of the United States of America bul not immune to 11 
tremendous resources for destruction. The Onondaga live on that 
land in houses, not tents. But being Indians, their land b"as been 
stolen from them from the days of Columbus till today when New 
Yo;k State is attempting to widen the highway that already caused J 
loss of land from the tribe. 
The property is upstate land with various types of housing. 
mostly simple wood frames. But typical of reservations there is no 
industry, but not because of a lack of interest by the inhabitants. In 
the past when reservations proved to be self-sufficient, the land and 
resources were taken by the government and the people were again 
relocated. 
A school with an all-white faculty teaches the children using thL· 
New York State Regents textbooks. But throughout this process 01 
white socialization the Indian culture still survives. The chiefs lc~d 
the people and the same governmental system still exists aftn 
hundreds of years; the same system that the U.S. Constitution w;1' 
based on. In the mudhousc, a sort of community center, arc prinh 
of outdoor scenes deptcting the life style of the past. People spol..,· 
the native language and even the kids were involved in their hcritag,· 
There is no heroin on the reservation and the drug scene, if there 1, 
one, is minimal. The Indians still live on and refuse to surrender. 
It is sad i ndcc~ that in the interest of more room l\11 
pollution-producing travel machines, the state deems it necessary tn 
rip the Indian land. But the Onondagas will resist this and Indian, 
across the land will resist all attempts by governments to elimina1e 
the cu_lturc and reduce their territory. 
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INDIANS· 
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cross over onto Indian land but 
after repeated warnings not to 
attempt that, ·one of the Indians 
physically · preveqted him from 
doing so. The State man left with 
a plain clothed detective from the 
Bureau of Criminal Investigation 
(BCI), the States version of the 
FBI. Charges were expected to be 
placed against the Nation for 
contempt of Court arid.against the 
individual for assault. 
A late break.ing development" 
seems to be determining a 
different course for this situation 
however :i.s Governor Nelson 
Rockefeller will be touring 
Syracuse this afternoon for 
political purposes. It is expected 
that he will make a visit to the 
reservation. The Indians have 
asked for as many people as 
possible to gather at the 
reservation in Nedrow just off the 
Quarry Road exit on Route 81 to 
meet the Governor and express 
their displeasure over the present 
~ituation. -without massive public 
support, the Indians arc sure that 
the State will again attempt to 
build the extra lane as soon as 
Rocky safely leaves the area. 
Indians from all over the 
l·ountry have been as~embling in 
Nedrow to support the Onondagas 
111 this, the lall:st attempt by a 
Statt: government to transgress the 
rights of Indians. Many of these 
.1rc what arc rdcrrcd to · as 
·militants'. "As the establishment 
nrnsidcrs that I am a member of 
their society. I am a militant." 
cxplain.:d one Mohawk. 
"llowcver. since 1 · am a member 
of a sovcign nation and I should 
be recognized as a patriot for 
npposing them ... 
The United States government 
has done nothing hut attempt to 
rob the heritage and n1lture from 
the Ameri<.:an Indian and their 
cducational system breeds 
contempt for Indian nations and 
their ways.They teach disrespect 
to God. disrespect to the family 
.rnd the social order, and total 
disrespect for Mother Earth. In 
many schools. Indian children arc 
prevented from speaking their 
native language in the classroom 
111 favor of· the Fnglish th;1t is 
ba~1cally a foreign language. 
lkcausc of this. there arc somc 
Indians who can not even speak 
!heir language and therefore can 
nut function in their cultural and 
political system. Christianity i~ 
lon.:ed upon the Indian in· many 
llf these schools and the only 
l'rl·cdum of Religion that exists is 
the free choice one can make 
hetwcen ('atholicism and 
Protestantism. The Termination 
policy mentioned before had only 
lllll' objective: the assimilation of 
the Indian and the attempt to 
lorce him to believe the lie that 
l11s cultttrc was dead. 
Chief William Lazare of the 
Onondaga nation explained that 
one of the major differences 
between the Indian culture and 
I he W hi tc culture is that for 
Indians the·rc is no seperation 
hetwecn the religion or way of life 
,ind the government. When the 
Chiefs enter the Longhousc , the 
Onondaga 'capital' building, they 
do so with a clear mind and heart 
prepared to thrash out their 
differences. This building serves a 
religious function as well ,as a 
governmental one. It is impossible 
to sepcrate these two aspects of 
life in their culture. Another· 
visiting Indian explained that 
Democracy was not born in 
Greece but rather with th.e 
Iroquois Confederacy. "When the 
Europeans came to this land in 
'1492 they found a people living in 
peace and harmony. They created 
a monster. Washington, Jefferson, 
Marx, Engels, and others took a 
structure from the Indian but 
neglected the values." 
The Onondagas are completely 
serious in their resistence· to· this 
•Cont.-_on .,... • "·, . 
·:i,l!ot: '.rilq.! i.J.n, r. ,.i '!CJ'-•·, 
SPCA cont. from P.1111• one The main problem seems to be 1 
discovering how the breeding of· 
cats and dogs can be slowed down. 
The most effective and safe way is 
. to "spay" the pct. Spaying is a 
major, but unharmful operation 
1 involving an incision. much like a 
hysterectomy. Cornell University 
· will spay a dog for about S25 and 
a cat for SI 5. Private 
· veterinarians charge slightly more. 
Un fortunately, a misconception 
leads people to believe that 
according to Mrs. Cox, are better 
off if they arc put away, A 
continuously run publicity 
campaign reminds the community 
that the SPCA docs have pets . 
available and descriptions of the 
animals arc aired on two local 
radio stations. 
,spaying is unhealthy for the pet or 
that one litter before spaying will 
. make the animal more lively. Mrs. 
Cox reports that "spaying docs 
not alter the personality• of the 
animal ,in any way." In fact, 
·keeping a pct such as a purebred 
hound locked up either in a 
kennel or home while in heat. is 
harder on the animal's personality 
than if it is spayed. 
Spaying the pct is only part of 
what the owner can do to give the 
animal a freer life. Licensing a dog 
serves as identification for the pct 
and not as a means of collecting 
tax dollars. Although New York 
State law states that the dog docs 
not have to he licensed until it is 
six months of age. at I 2-14 weeks 
it can stray far enough to get lost. 
It might seem that one way to 
alleviate the overcrowding might 
be to give the pets away as 
opposed to putting a pric.:c tag on 
them. Mrs. Cox strongly opposes 
this idea. She docs not believe 
people would take care of the 
animals if they were given away. 
and feels that there arc certain 
res ponsihilitics which go along 
with the owner•d1ip. 
It would seem that a person 
who can pay for till' food and 
general upkecping of a pct. can 
certainly pay a price for t hl' pl'l. 
~pay II, and license the animal. 
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Mov(~ Re,·iew 
by Andy Sekel 
"Bow can you expect somcbodv who is warm tu understand 
somebody who is cold'!" 
Most or us will never fmd the eye of a fi~h in ou1 ~oup. Nor will 
we have to cat boiled gra~~- Nor will we h.ivc to eat the same thmg 
every day for years on end. Most of u~ will never spend time in a 
prison work camp in Siberia. And do hard labor day in and d;1y out. 
And have our hands and fac.:c turn blue from till' cold. And he told 
only to wear so many clothes even though 1! i~ "!.7 lkgrees below 
lcro. And wear the numhl'r C'854. None of u, is an Alexander 
Solyhenitsyn ·· none of us will he Ivan lknisovich. 
"One Day In the Life Of Ivan Denisovich'" is ;1 P<W,L'rful m1wic-. It 
docs not try to psychoanalyze or nen. for that matll'r. dramatill" 
the everyday cxistance of one man. It simply ~hows it as 11 wa~ land 
possibly for some still isl. Screcnwritl'r Ronald llarwood. utihllng 
hoth dialogue and narration. ha, ~Ul'l'L'ssfuly translated 
Solyhenitsyn's thought to the ~lTl'l'II. Dirl'l'll>r ( ·;1spcr W1 l'dc has 
used the bleak Scandinavian country~idl· and all thl' dull hlad.~. 
grey~ and grl'Cn~ of his concentration l'a111p to furthl'r thl' mutl'd l'I· 
feet. Ile mows his actor~ in realistic ~ctt111g~ through mrnc than 
realistic movements. li:-;1ving no room fo1 ml·lodra111a. lom 
('ourtenay. as Ivan. actively display~ ;1 111.111 who ha, spl'lll l'lghl Yl'.11'~ 
of his life in pri,on. ,\ man who is broken. ,1 llll. 1! hl' )!l'h a II l'\I 1 .1 
platl' of grul'l ha~ h;1d hi~ day madc. :\ man 11lHl\l' l;1l"l' i, blue ,,1th 
cold and teeth hlack with rot. Courtl'llay 1, all 1111~ and IIIOll'. 
The audicncl' was complctl'ly ~ilent a~ I lcll thl' thL·attl'. rI1.1t 111 
itself spcah for t hL· nltlvil'. 
Introducing.a new kind of beer. 
Maximus Super. 
Max1mus· Super 1s not an ale or a mult liquor ½:t it's wry d1fk:11 ·nt fr<. m c,rdrr 1-.11y beer 011. · ,: 1 11, i;JI l ::: V,' 
just how different Maxrmus Super really 1s. You'll also know how w~ urrived .it rh ;1.Jmc 
'.", 
,"-:_, 
. , 
' ~- • • ' r " 
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Ka-Boom ~klyspeakl_nq. by Phil Frank 
All syl.tcms -go. Richard has smiled beneficently, 
and one FIVE megaton bomb - type hydrogen -
will be detonated sooner than most people desire 
at Amchitka Island, Alaska. That five megaton 
homh. outcome of the historically significan {'?) 
Manhattan Project is the nuclear equivalent of five 
million terns of TNT. 
The Bomb is in fact :. test warhead for 
the Spartan ABM missiles we arc presently 
manufacturing. What purpose do the Spartan· 
. mrssilcs sc!"ve'! Put simply, they arc designed to 
intercept all or tho,;c "enemy" planes the 
government ha~ been warn)ng ti), ahout for years 
now. Plam.:, that reputedly will homh us at any 
111111u1..:. ~..:cd WL' comm..:nt on what five million 
torh of r:,... r would do to ,Ill l.!llClllY plane Oil 
con1Jcl'' h1rthLTlll<lfL'. who \10111µ fly a plane into 
that J..111J ot 101;11 ohlivit1n'! 
,\dd1t1011ally, !he way the ,;y~tem is .. ~ct up, if 
th<.!\<" Sp,1rtan~ t.111 111tcre,;ting name, considering 
history) are ever used, th;;ir nuclear five megaton 
warheads will explode over Canada, not here. 
THEY get the bulk of the nuclear radiation 
fallout. Understandably, Canadians are e?'tremely 
worried about the scheduled test. 
Consider also that the entire Pacific Rim, from, 
Alaska to California to Peru to Australia to Japan· 
is an earthquake prone 1.one. To say the least it IS' 
POSSIBLE that the planned nuclear blast may well! 
trigger earthquakes anywhere along or around this 
fault :,.one. But then, we do have an 
overpopulation problem, don't we! 
Why not'? Let's split the world in half. The 
U.S., politically, would probably be better off. 
Perhaps we arc wrong. though. When we 
contemplated this editorial, one of the staff 
commented "Wait! Who knows better about these 
things, the people or the scientists." You can't 
fight that kind of reasoning. can you. 
Mother Nature must hate us. 
Games Nations Play 
others where Amerii:an interests arc of p;1ran10unt 
1mporlancc'1 --
l'a~t cvcnh cen1ning around the Oll).tcr of 
l\at1011ali,1 Cl1111a lrom the l/111teu N;1tion~ and the 
l'nitcd Slate,· threal to cut f1nanc1al aid to that 
wurld hnd) ,lfL' ,t11kingly rl'~emhlanl of the 
,110iled hral who ha, JU).! 111\I a !!;1mc and in a hulf 
\'OIi' 10 tal,.L' hi' hall and lc.1vc. 
Similarly. i:an we he so oblivious JS to allow our 
government to pu,;k up rts "altruistic" marhlcs and 
leave in the case of the UN'! Granted. we have, 
,;incc Mao\ takeover in the late forties supported 
C'hiang·s government on Taiwan and adamantly 
opposed the rci:ognition of the Pcop)_c's Rcpuhlii:. 
But arc we ~o arrogant a world power as to imply 
the other nations of the world must play by the 
ru·lt!s'? In dcdding to recognize the People's 
Rcpublii: after enduring 2~ years of American 
rhetorii: and after wit ncssing Nixon ·s announced 
spring trip to Peking arc they i:ommittcd to the 
ruh:s'! -- Whose rules'! 
ifft5 IS tP/iM(¥ro/, IalJOFl)t)MiN. ~ WA{ WO BUS'( WfJAY 1TJ Pl~tl)A t!JJSTTINE!' 
'----------&/~~ax,o. .~~ ,®//Jf' /Sr. /Lt)/>, w. 
lnd1~pu1ahly, 1l1L· llnlll'd Slate, 1s H1 a position 
ol world inllul'nn·. primarily through it~ 
1nvc,1111cnt ol hundrL·tb ot 111ilhon), of dollars (have 
you ever ~lopped to i:on),1der that amount'!) to 
various IL·~~ than benign military regimes. A single 
lllL'l1l1on ol approprrat1onal cuts unleashes a flurry 
ot governmcnt;il rl·~i),tani:c to any whisper of 
tlL' 111 ocr.1 lk in~urgeru:y. Can we ignore Brazil. 
South Africa. ;111.I South Vietnam and so many 
Typical Parents Weekend 
h.litor: 
After oh~crv111g the Parcnb' 
Weekend whii:h ha). just slipped 
aw;1y. I wish to make soml' 
propos,tls lo the administration to 
hL'tter f.icilrtale next year\ 
program. 
Fir~t ol all ;1 largl' ( 20 hy 40 
feet I neon ~1gn should he erected 
in fronl of the college ),0 that no 
parent ha~ any t rouhlc findrng this 
haven of learning. Aho, when not 
111 use the rest oft he year. it could 
prod,11111 to any unoh~erving 
pa ,~crhy. wlw had mi~scd the 
flower~ and painted tcnnb ~·ourls. 
that lthai:a College 1~ the 
··Broaliway ol American 
('ollcge~.·· 
Witlt the 4.000 or so 
",tudenh" who go here, next 
yc;ir\ fcst1vitic), can he altered to 
rndudc all three rc),taurants. Thl' 
r cop IL' who residL' hNc could 
work as w;1itcrs. waitresses. 
llu~hoys, clc. If this proves to he 
cconomii:ally possible maybe we 
can have seven or eight Parents' 
Wcckl'ncls a year. Of course. 
),pccial parkrng ramps would havl' 
to hl' built. along with extra 
meter~ for these spaces so the 
l'mployo:ees won't park there. 
Possibly an all-weather huhhlc 
could he purchased just in case it 
isn't as nice as it was this 
weekend. . 
I'd like to encl my suggestion~ 
with a compliment to the 
ad minis! rat ion for showing the 
parents what a typical weekend is 
lil.!e.·"lf my suggestions arc taken 
into consideration next year's 
wcckl'nd will he more typical than 
ewr hl'forl'. 
Sincerely, 
S.:ott l'akel 
Cause Celebre'! 
l:ditor: 
I feel .:onstrained to point out 
to you that your newspaper's 
articles on l'rofrssor Lieberman 
have clone us all a great tlisserviec 
h y failing to report the most 
a5 tll, ltlaaou LNS 
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cc ntral piece of information 
relative to his receiving a terminal 
contract. You reported that the 
department felt that its memhcrs 
should have formal academic 
training as mathematicians and 
that Lieberman's contract was not 
to he renewed on those grounds; 
yet nowhere can I find any 
indication as to what his training 
i'>. 
Although I am a member of his 
department (part time), I had no 
knowledge of any of ·these affairs 
until your article appeared. Your 
article conjured up notions of 
u n me ntionahlc educational · sins 
on Prof. Lichcrman·s part, or 
perhaps capricious demands on 
the department's part. It then 
struck me that your omission may 
have been dclihcrate (since after 
all, a person's academic training 
should not be hard to ascertain), 
as part of an attempt to fan this 
issue into a "cause cclcbre". If 
not, it is just plain bad reporting. 
You owe it to Mr. Lieberman 
and thi'> i:ommunity to correct 
your omission, so that his position 
is clearly and fairly put before the 
community. 
Sincerely yours, 
Sally Sievers 
Department of Mathemati.;s 
The Season of Wurst 
Editor: 
Soon the season of "Coach 
Wurst's Wizards" will be upon us. 
What startling strategy will our 
esteemed coach employ'? A 
gold-lined unused bench'? Inept 
ball handling'? Fudging on stats'? 
Crappy uniforms'? Great press? 
Rah, rah team. No tryouts 
necessary - if you can bounce the 
ball you have it made. They save a 
uniform if you've earned brownie 
points. . 
With my money going to this 
fiasco, I've got a gripe. What goes'? 
Watched the home games last year 
and it's pitiful. -If the guy can't 
play, what the hell right docs he 
have to use my money to educate 
himself. 
Put the money to better use -
get a better coach. 
Concerned About the Waste 
Guest Editorial 
Perhaps Don Luce 
Doesn't Know .. _. 
by James G. Rager 
Safety Division 
Speaking as a Vietnam veteran trained by the army as a 
t ranslator/interpretcr in the Saigon dialect of the Vietnamese 
language, in reference to the October 15 Ithacan article concerning 
Don Luce's campus appearance, I would like to dispute the remark 
that " ... no American officials or soldiers had any knowledge of the 
Vietnamese language or culture." Unfortunately, I was unable to 
attend Mr. Luce's presentation, so I don't know how clearly these 
paraphased words reflect his actual statement. Having no argument 
with any other comment of Mr. Luce as reported in the Ithacan, 
maybe I am displaying over-sensitivity or bitterness by pouncing on 
what was perhaps an innocent generalization, and what I have to say 
is certainly not intended as a defense of U.S. military or any other 
type of involvement in Vietnam. I only wish to point out, to prevent 
possible misunderstanding, that some American soldiers of all ranks 
have a basic, solid working knowledge of the language and culture of 
that beautiful country .. 
The Defense Language Institute, established by the Department 
of Dt!fense, offers instruction in about 65 languages to 200,000 
students per year. Its foreign language schools arc located in 
Washington, D.C., Presidio of Monterey in California, and Fort Bliss, 
Texas; the school at Ft. Bliss having been established in I 966 
exclusively for the instruction of the Vietnamese language. At the 
time I was sent to this school, it employed somewhere between 50 
to 75 instructors, alt native Vietnamese, to teach approximately 500 
to 600 students. Courses lasted anywhere from 8 to 47 weeks, with 
instruction in both Saigon and Hanoi dialects. Mine was a 30-week 
courn·, worth 15 ho11rs of college credit, and from my previous 
training and brief experience as a foreign language teacher, I feel 
confident in saying this course employed the most effective, modern 
methods of language instruction. The course was intensive, six hours 
per day, five days per week. Although the main emphasis was on 
speaking, after we had developed a working vocabulary, we usually 
spent one to ~ wo hours each day on historical and cultural aspects of 
Vietnam. All of us were college graduates, victims of the infamous 
"Draft the grad student" purge circa 1968-69, and many of us had a 
strong foreign language background. Those of us in the lower ranks 
were being trained for positions as interrogators or clerks, jobs which 
seemed to fall short of the Defense Language lnstitute's professed 
goal of "Peace through Understand!ng," but from the material 
offered, one could glean the most useful parts so as to put this 
· knowledge to the most advantageous use in Vietnam. 
As ir turned out, when I arrived in Vietnam, there were no 
positions available for translators, and so I was put to work as a 
correspondence clerk. The situation looked grim. Through much 
finagling, though, I convinced my unit to let me·go in.to the city of 
Pleiku several mornings a week to teach English in a high school 
there, always a little embarassed entering the classroom toting a .45 
(never had any discipline probiems, though). I envy Mr. Luce very 
much for his advantage of years working with the people as a 
civilian, no.doubt free-from many.restrictions placed-on military 
personnel. · 
Although I dispute the statement t.hat no American officials or 
soldiers had any knowledge of the Vietnamese language or culture, I 
do agree that far too few have this knowledge. Making a 
generalization myself, it appears to me that we Americans have more 
than our share of the human tendency to impose .values ·-while . 
remaining oblivious to the particular situation and needs of a foreign 
people, perhaps one of th~ reasons for."the _existen~- of our own 
-misadventure_ in Vietnam. Knowledge of-the lariguage· arid cult~re are 
to me the first steps to understanding the people and their needs. ·· 
. . . . . . '~ ' . . . ': . 
. ~ ,. . ~ . "..: ,· .. / -
Aquarius 
·Dear -M·en 
(Part Two) 
by Jim Ball 
Last issue we were talking about Men's Liberation, specifically 
the types of fantasies and idealizations that we as men pay various 
forms of service to and how these help us to develbp an image of 
ourselves. Within the limitations of space what I was hoping to get 
across was the notion that we as males tie ourselves to myths that we 
constantly hope or pretend to be, but that such myths bear little 
resemblance to our real selves because they embody characteristics• 
and traits that we all cannot obtain. To continue to believe them 
removes us farther and farther from contact with our real selves and 
prevents us from coming into genuine contact with that self because 
it keeps us pursuing what we are not. 
All' of us, men and women alike, have delineated roles, with few 
exceptions, which are formed by the culture which we inherit and 
possess - in this particular, a White, Anglo-Saxon, American culture. 
The roles stereo-type us and define us for so long that it becomes 
difficult to extricate ourselves from them, and so to varying degrees 
, we accept the roles, they become part of our unconcious 
functioning. 
Now, all of us, men, can lay out a number of male stero-types 
quite easily. We recognize our roles but do we really question them? 
Here are a few. A man bears the brunt of leadership and 
decision-making from the traditional family to the extended family 
( Richard Nixon as Father of Us All). A man is strong in mind and 
body; he is not too emotional; he is cool and in control. A man 
initiates social contact with women: he asks her for a date, pays for 
it', proposes marriage, etc. A man should initiate sexual contact and 
should know all techniques, he is the experienced one. A man must 
serve his country in the armed forces or be considered a criminal. A 
man should not be a' panty-waist or afraid. There is much more. You 
· know it and I do, too. 
Okay. The question,s are: Why should men bear all or most 
reponsibility? Why should decision-making rest on their shoulders? 
Why all these things? What happens if we can't be or do them (or 
even some) and do them well? How many of us are neurotic or 
schizoid because we can't do or be them? Ultimately, are they 
realistic? 
Firstly, I would point out that one of the reasons we hold so 
many of these notions is because we are in positions of power, we 
arc on top in the situation, and our culture has not let us forget the 
lessons of success and failure - that to be on top is worthwhile. It is 
gratifying to our egos to have power and to exercise it, so we 
maintain that edge. 
Secondly, our social conditioning hardly leaves us room to think 
otherwise, which means that while we think we are not prone to 
accept roles we still do because the instilling of them has been so 
pervasive. We fool ourselves to think otherwise. 
Consequently, we operate in terms that arc quite limited. We 
treat people as elements of the myths that we have created and 
assumed. In doing so we oppress people. The stereotype our culture 
developed about black people denies them their humanity and we all 
must pay dues because of that. We stereotype prisoners at Attica and 
when they tell us not to we kill them. We oppress women by 
stereotyping in the same kinds of'ways and expect them to accept it. 
In all cases, we wonder why they rebel against us and these notions. 
Why do they? Because to oppress is to deny and kill; to oppress 
others is to ultimately oppress ourselves. To limit the possibilities of 
other human lives is to limit our own lives because we don't become 
enriched by shutting out the possibilities of existence and 
experience. Oppression leads to a showdown, a confrontation, and 
by then the_going gets pretty nasty. 
So, the question I asked last week - why liberation? - becomes a 
little clearer, brothers. Not to liberate ourselves leads to the walls 
where our spirits die and when the spirit dies what the body does is 
no longer important. 
PhilFnmk 
'DIDYOU FEEL A~?' 
I,, I' . 
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Guest Editorial 
Set Me Free 
by Christopher Bryan 
I feel a need. A need to go on ... without a purpose ... just 
looking. So many things arc wrong; undone ... Just to pass them on 
... : but what then? A need. 
To help ... to be effective; to create - not for the sense of ego 
involved, but for the implanting of a positive footprint in time. 
Living ... something else must be implied. Debt . , . a debt to 
people; people who have a need. But, what am I? 
I am all that I wish to be; all I make myself; all I hope to be, and 
work at, and dream of. I am thousands of past lives shooting forward 
through space. I am a human being. 
One of "so" many, who share the same desires; who hide it in 
their heads and social auras of existence ... never really seeing thi: 
day; and how bright the sun is and how it shint~s. so brightly ... 
burning through the atn:iosphcrc. How 11 shines on you ... You and 
me. 
What is being free'/ Don't we owe our freedom to something'! Not 
the man ... but the men who need our strength. ou, poWL'r ... 
But all I sec is gloom. I sec you sadly awaiting the end of an 
empty day - one whicl} you failed to fill. Whv'! 
Shouldn't we stand up, say that we'll fo;gct our own conce,wd 
personal fragmented existences and work with thosL' who sec the 
light? Shouldn't we'! 
Musfc R"eview 
IN ON·E EAR 
~000000••••0•••·~ 
On the State Of ··Heavy" Music 
or 
Could You Get Me a Glass Of Water'? 
by Ward Silver 
With my cars literally ringing (or arl· they screaming'!) it i~ llmL' to 
express my sentiments regurding an unfortunalL' tnp to lkall City 
courtesy of Uriah Heep. l'w travelled this way many 11111L's in till' 
past -- all with diffc1cnt tour guides - Grand Funk. 13bd .. Sahhath. 
Touch, Attilla, Quartermass. Pink Floyi.l, Dt:L'P Purple. Nau (who 
showed me that lovely little town under· till' in· I, Kmg Crimson. 
Atomic Rooster ... Need I go on'! And you thought the hu~111c~s 
was dying'! Well mayhe ~o. I mean, 6,000 watt~ of fuzz for Mark 
Farncr's guitar'! 
Don't get me wrong. "Atom Heart Mothcr" was imprc~s,vc 
outstanding hy some standards. For that matlcr Uriah lkL·p·~ 
"Salisbury" was a mcmorahlc expericnL·c. 
What I am g1:'tting at is, I think. directly rl'latcd to a kttL'r 1 
recently read in Rolling Stone. 13riefly, it statL·d that we arc about to 
"run out" of new songs. According to a frllow na111L·d Gary Barday. 
the total numhcr of presently av:.iilahlc notes will yield only ;1 set 
number of possible 111elod1cs. lie has concluded, via an IBM 05'> 
computer, that within the next two years we will have rc:.icltL'd ''!hat 
fateful numhcr" of melodics (sec Rolling Stone. OctohL'r 28. 1'171, 
page t hrce.) 
The prohlem. as I sec it in the casL' of many of the band~ 
categorized under that auspicious title "heavy", and in particular. 
Uriah Heep and their Look At Yourself (Mercury) LI'. is one of 
developing a truly unique. almost (pardon thL' pun) wholly 
electronic musical experience with limited resources. SurL', I h-lrack 
recording has opened many horizons for musicians. When in I he past 
you could only record guitar, hass, drums uml vocal scpar:.itcly. now 
you can do what in part the Heep has done and slip in organ, 
percussion, strings, woodwinds and even Manfred Mann ;111d lus 
Moog. Nevertheless. until your audicn1:c can accustom ibcll to !Ill' 
abstract form of the musical melody, you. ;i, ;i musici;111. will haw to 
deal to a 1:crtain extent with rc:.ility. Thal reality is thb part1l'lllar 
dearth ( if Mr. Barclay is correct l of original 111clod1c~. 
Some have cl1oscn lo regress m their composition~. The Sto11<·~ 
play a great deal of hlues and rock with the trnd1t1onal makL·up~: 
Lennon is the same. Additionally, note thL' great L'mergcnn· of 
Country flavoring in today\ music The Dcad, Po.:o. T;1J Mahal. 
The Band. Back to the ruob. 13.B. who'? 
If you haven't grao;ped wh:.it I have been implying. lt,tcn to Look 
At Yourself. Despite the Afnc.an pcrL"us~ion of Os1hi~;1 on lhL' 11tk 
cut, Mann's exceptional synthesizer on '"July Morning" and Ken 
1-lcnslcy's organ throughout (cspcc1ally "Shadow~ or c;ricf"I the 
album l:.icks :.iny real impact other th:.in auditory lkva~tation. Lt~ll'n 
to the guitar cht~rds on "I Wanna Uc Free" and "Tc;irs In My Eye," 
and I guarantee you'll say "I've heard that hcforc." 
After the initial impact of variou~ hc:.id cffrL't~ such as d1annl'I 
slipping, rcvcrh, wa-wa and organ-guitar-drum ,lam~ wears off. onc 
must recognize the superficiality of the whole thing. 
Despite promoters' ncc,:ds for self aggrandizement anti ~Ollll' 
so-calle~ "Superstars' " Messianic impulses, 1 hclicvc there i~ an 
extremely creative core to the musical experience today: Pink Floyd 
is, I think, indisputably in the vanguard of those musicians reaching 
for improvisational uniquity due primarily to their recognition of 
the r.iw materials at their disposal. They can be soft, hard, 
electronic, acoustic - all while achieving an ultimately gratifying 
effect. 
However, in conclusion, the "heavy" sound as Funk and Black 
Sabbath arc so characteristic of, is doomed Just as the dinosaur, the 
behemoth of his day. But then, if we arc to look at the dialectic of 
music we can safely say that in any po~itivc step forward there was a 
negative deterrent (just ask Mike Nesmith). 
-------
.. 
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Smack Ar,d The Superhero 
Timid. MA'tlVEL lows To DC Comics 
(LNS)-Following the timid 1 
lead~rship of Marvel, which for some 
time has flirted with the edges of real· 
prohlcms - the war, racism, neurosis - . 
DC Comics has plunged skindeep into 
the world of social relevance: the 
superhero as junkie. 
DC. the home of Batman and, 
Superman. lost its preeminent sales 
position in recent years, outstripped by 
Marvel. Their way of fighting back has 
been to lure away Marvcl's writers and 
artish, including fahulous Jack Kirby. 
But just _!ming the talent wasn't 
enough. Marvel found that kids today 
aren't ~at1sficd with just the timeworn 
formula of colorfully costumed 
~uperlll'ro hattling colorfully costumed 
~upcrhaddie. Marvel introduced heros 
with hang-ups alheit mild ones --
drawn dynamically with "a sense of art 
for its own sake, rather than as the 
handmaiden pf the story. Poorly drawn, 
formula-hound DC' was quickly shot 
down as Spiderman. the Thing, the 
l lulk, anll D.ircdcvil defeated Batman 
anti Superman Ill the minds and hearts 
o I comic hook fans. and more 
11nportan1 to un;1hashedly capitali~t DC, 
the rut hie~~ hu~mes~ ~ales charts. 
So now DC strike~ hack. In the two 
moq 1ecent 1~~ues ot Green 
Arrow/GrCl'll Lantern Conuc~ (GA and 
GI.) they pre~ent the story of Speedy. 
GA·, '\\,ml'. who made the big switch 
trom ,li:uth to s111..1rk. 
I here 1~ an 1m11H:d1ate tcn<lency to 
hail 1111, a~ ;i great hreakthrough. But 1s 
1t'.' A rough guc~, i, that half the 
reauer.,h1p at lea~t " madt· up of urhan 
and ,ollege pcoplt· m thcir mid-teens 
through their tWl'11t1es. And through 
TV. newspapers. nwga1.1nes, an<l thl'i1 
own pl'r~onal experience the} know 
what Junh. is ;1hout..Smack 1s so 
wide~pn·;1d that probably all thesl' 
people know at lea~t one neetlll· freak. 
So the impact of the comit: bouk is 
on rural people anti young kids. For 
them it is an ex po~urc to a harsh rcaht y, 
an 111trod11ct1011 to the na~t111ess of the 
70'~ dvilit.atiun. to to the fact that 
anyone: l'VCII the masculine, 
st rong-111111dcu. odorless. sten·otypical 
Amern.:an hL·ro .:an become a v1ct1m 
of smaL·h.. 
The story is wodully oversnnplificd. 
its politic~ arc hasit:ally correct. hut too, 
general. Society is said to be sick and 
junk the symptom, not thc tlis.:asc. The 
big dealer is a dand1cd sophisticate with 
I/ J 
a business front, a pharmaceutical 
company on some Caribbean island, and 
a huge yacht that he packs with judges, 
SL'nators, and beautiful women, mixing 
lus pleasure cruise with a little business. 
The reasons people take to junk arc 
skimmed over in the comic: third world 
people use it in reaction to the pain of 
racial prl'judice. which is characterized 
as name-calling and dirty looks; white 
kids shoot up out of lone~iness. Speedy 
MIDTOWN RIPOFF 
explains that Green Arrow has been room of a hospital, where the nurse tells 
ignoring him_ him they're too busy to treat him until 
More boo!< revolutionary in terms of morning. 
past comic book tradition is the put Oliver, as green as his superhero rags, 
down of Green Arrow as an insensitive,. collapses on her desk, saying "Isn't 
uncaring, hardliner who can't modern civilization wonderful?" 
understand and ~on't tolerate. Unfortunately it's all downhill from 
weakness. This has usually been the there. In a rather dull adventure story 
superhero image, and it's a• -filled with preachy asides, GA and GL 
breakthrough for DC to criticize it. catch the baddies. The only unique 
Hopefully, future issues will detail his touch is when- - in a most unlikely 
humanization. manner - they both get doped up by 
The story is in Green Arrow/Green the pushers's henchmen, and are bailed 
Lantern 85 and 86, dated September out by Speedy. 
and November, thou1;h they actually hit Speedy winds up kicking his habit, 
the stands two months before the cover with the help of GA's girlfriend, Dinah. 
date. (Women play only a supporting role in 
The September issue opens with a Green Lantern/Green Arrow Comics). 
great sequence which outmarvels Then Speedy punches out Green Arrow 
Marvel. Green Arrow, in his everyday for his cold unfeeling reaction to his 
identity of Oliver Queen, is mugged by a addiction and his explanation. of it, and 
gang of young needle freaks who wind tells Dinah, "He's the one who needs 
up shooting him with a crossbow. He your help now, only he doesn't know it. 
crawls along the pavement. A swinging He's kind of dumb in a lot of ways." 
couple ignore him: "It's not too smart · The liberals arc already crowding 
to get involved, Mary." around DC, congratulating them on 
He crawls to a phone booth. It's out .their boldness in dealing with a terrible 
of order. He creeps up to a cop writing a problem. Green Laitern/Grcen Arrow 
parking ticket. "Help me," says Oliver. Comics has already won the Comic 
"Go home and sleep it off, fella," says Book of the Year Award, and the 
the cop. An empty taxi passes him up, November issue features a letter of 
flashing its off-duty light when he flags praise from John Lindsay, wh,1 manages 
it. Finally he makes it to the emergency to do remarkably little to combat the 
heroin problem in New York City. 
Nader Criticizes 
"Do Your Thing" Ethic 
Today's students, who by and 
large speak favorJbly of consumer 
advocate Ralph Nader, were 
reproached by Mr. Nader in a 
magazine article released recently 
for not being as "idealistic" as 
they claim to be. 
In an exclusive interview for 
the current issue of Redhook 
magazine. Mr. Nader said the "net 
effect" of the present generation 
of young people "isn't that much 
differcn t" from that of their 
parents. He urged that the •• 'do 
your own thing' " ethic be 
"reversed so that it becomes 'If it 
should be done, you should desire 
to do it.· " 
When asked during the 
interview if we arc doing anything 
"well'~ in this country, Mr. Nader 
"Sure their language 1s 
different and their clothes styles 
are different from older people's. 
But the net effect isn't much 
different, and by the time they 
graduate and get into normal 
occupations and family 
responsibilities, they'll be 
indistinguishable from their 
parents - ex-cept for their 
mustaches and their wayout 
clothes. Being stoned on 
marijuana isn't very different 
from being stoned on gin." 
Commenting on the treatment 
of women in our society, Mr. 
Nader said, "One of the most 
promising signs of the sixties was 
the disappearance of the stiletto 
heel. The worst type of slavery is 
voluntary slavery, and cramming 
women's feet into such atrocities 
was a very degrading example of 
mental subservience." 
"Women arc very severely 
discriminated against" on the 
,basis of their looks, Mr. Nader 
charged in the Redhook interview. 
"That's exactly on a par with 
racial discrimination ... they've 
(women) been basically 
segregated." 
From 10:00 p.m. until Midnight Thurs. Oc:t. 28th you can gel INDIANS 
---------- • New Riders of Purple Sage ________ _; 
• New Flresign Theater 
• New Grateful Dead 
• Surf's Up-leach loys 
ONLY 
• a·reatha's Greatest Hits 
• 4-Way Street 
• Blessed Are - Joaa Bae1 
per record* 
while they last 
---------*2 RICORD sns ARI $4.94----------
ALL DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 
AND ARCHIV CLASSICS s347 PER RECORD 
Special Selection 
MAJOR LABELS 
8-T and CASSETTES 
NOWAN 
AMAZING 
$100 EACH_ 
MIDTOWN:. RECORDS 
AN·D :TAPES. 
Cont. from page S 
matter. This is not an idle cause 
that they have adopted for the 
moment. They are defending the 
last vestiges of their homeland and 
they are completely unified in 
their determination to contest the 
State in this situation. Armed 
Scouts patrol the lands adjacent 
to the highway at all times. Many 
Indians are convinced that if it 
had not been for the recent Attica 
Massacre, there would have been a 
Kids actions same as parents, bloodbath long before this. 
says Nader. In order to effectively combat 
cited Women's Lib as a progressive the State in this endeavor the 
step by answering, "Women are Onondagas are asking for people 
becoming more aware of how to come to Syracuse today while 
they're being treated." the governor is there and also this 
Contending that he doesn't weekend so that they might 
think idealism is the general demo~trate· their support and 
feeling among kids today, Mr. unity. Richard Oaks, one of the 
Nader said, "Students today· brag leaders of the Alcatraz take over a 
·about how concerned a'nd few years ago and Chief William 
idealistic they are, and how Lazore of the Onondaga Nation 
milita·nt they are for change, will be speaking in the Union Rec 
compared to the older generation, Room Friday night at 7:30 to 
but the average student spends further explain the current 
$250 a year on soft drinks and situation. As one of the· 
tobacco and movies. If they Onondagas explained ..... the 
would contribute only three demonstrators that were here the 
dollars per student per year, they other day came not only to help 
could recruit the toughest, finest themselves and support the Indian 
lawyers to begin dealing with people, they also came to help 
pollution and corruption. Well, themselves." ,. . 
why don't they d!) it? -::·-' '·- - .. by Russ:.Halley I 
···-...:. •. "" i.· ... ~ -~... ~· ··-n:-:-,·~--~·-,· · . 
... _ .. .,__ • - • J. 4-, ,J -~ -« ¥ • • • \. 
t , I JS ··-· • ' -~ ' :I:.. . 
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. Ithaca Youth· Bureau · 
s.;elcs Student Volunteers 
Students from- tl1·e Ithaca 'activities might include a jazz lab 
.College community arc being to be taught through informal 
asked to volunteer for various lecture and playing, a drama 
, service projects in conjunction , workshop, or possibly a dance lab. 
with the City of Ithaca Youth Also. some fecnagcrs have 
·Bureau. The Bureau sponsors ·C x pressed interest in learning 
activities for the children and about photography, outdoor 
teen-agers of Ithaca. camping, and arts and crafts. Miss 
•Susan Ensign, a former IC' Ensign says that· almost any 
student who now works with the enthusiasm a college student has 
Youth Bureau, told the Ithacan probably is of some interest to a 
· that she would like to see college younger person. She stresses that 
students participate, utilizing any this is a project where the student 
skill they might have if they enjoy actually "goes out and wd'rks with 
teaching children and adolescents the youth." 
from five to eighteen years of age. If you have any intl•rcst in this 
The skills taught to the young sc If-rewarding project. contact 
people are "leisure time Susan Ensign at 273-3082. or at 
activities". Some of these the Youth Bureau. 
Anti-Communist G111d Scl,ool Announced 
( LNS)-To alert Americans to 
the threat of mternational 
communism. the' American 
Security ('ouncil (a ClJkago-hascd 
conservative lohhyl and its 
affiliates have decided to launch a 
graduate school 1.:allcd the 
Freedom Studies Center. Located 
80 miles from Washington. in 
Culpepper. Va .. it is hoped to be 
"a private West Point of 
psychopolitical warfare . . . to 
train cold war lcadcfsh1p." 
At a recent thn:e da} seminar, 
( the center holds them once a 
_month) some 30 parti,ipants -
retired ambassadors, Capitol llill 
aide~. airlllll' pilots and admirals' 
wives - ~!athered lo he.ir lectures 
on ,ud1 topics .i, "Intern.ii 
Warfare - Wlwt ·s Ahead" .ind 
"Communist Plans for Al·tion.': 
Thl' 1nstitut1on was ne.ited live 
ye.irs ago hy John Fisher. a 
former FBI agent who presitk, 
over hnth the Amerk-an Securit \ 
Council and its ta:>.-,'Xl'lllJ;t 
eduo:ation.il arm. the ln,titull' tor 
A1m·rican Strategy. "\Ve do not 
have in thb n1untr}."'"11d Fi~hl'I. 
··.111} PS} dwlogic.11 CL'llll·r,. \\'l· 
have amall'llr, fighting 
Communist profes~irnwb. Our 
ob.kct ivl' " to rl·a,h PL'opk who 
h.ivc 111flUl'nL·l' owr oth~·rs. ·· 
. . THURS. ocT. 28 AND 
PRICES IN EFFECT V SAt..E STARTS 
FRIDAY ocT. 29 oNt.. .. 
LASifVE ~8t DIES ,. &:OD PM ,:HURSDAV 
PANry2 PACI( 
Ones· HOS'E 1ze p· 
.fA/IE~f 
DAINTY MAID 
FRO" BREAD 
A·sst. C /ts All 
Packa o ors 
RE ge Of 2 p 
G. 99c p •1 r. 
"' TIP TOP 
1 lb. 6 ' 
oz. Loaf 
Fresh Baked 
Goodness 
SAVE 41¢ 
MEN'S THE~ttiRWEAR 
. ou blY Insulated 
0 
100% Cotton·. D. Cold Out 
Keeps H~at in g sleeve shirt ~r 
Lon \en&th drawer 
wa':1° ankle $1.00.-. 
:ttEG. $1.47 
5/$1.00 
RE~. 36c-
r. qJJ .OQ 
,. 
'l 
~ .......... ~ .................... ~ .. '-.:.~ .. ~ CLuslN-: ·.·· 
--- ...... ~ ... -..,»:..~~;.,·.;-~~ ..... z+l,V.... ~""' 
· WHAT'S NEW - ·Fin~ ou.t ·by' 
. writing news for the llhac:.an. 53.00 Peri 
article. Come to the office in the 
basement of the West Tower_ 
Wednesday night, or call 274•3207. 
(Features too). 
Tiohero is a newspaper put together 
bY whomever wants to work on it. 
Many things, like the Bail Fund, 
Tompkins County Welfare Rights 
Organization, the· Real Food Co-op, 
etc., go largely unreported i,y the 
press. so do the poor working 
conditions many of us must work In. 
Tiohero can be a means for people to 
communicate with each other about 
their projects and problems. Tlohero 
needs help. No experience necessary., 
For more info. call Rich Knight! 
272•9729 or x3560. 1 
FOR SALE: Kastlnger Buckle ski 
boots. Men's size 10·1 f. $30 or offer. 
ALSO New Bell and Howell Stereo 
Headphones. $1 s or offer. Call Jon 
Morris x3548 or 272-9583. Dorm S 
116. 
FOR SALE: Gemini I amplifier. 
Good condition. Call x3776 and ask 
for Mike. 
CO·OP ELECTRONICS 
Television, stereo, radio repair. Also 
O.A. amplifiers. Handy with ALL 
ELECTRONIC repairs. Call Ed Dunn 
272-2457. 
Babysitting - young mother of a 
three-year-old wants to sit for child of 
around the same age. In my home, near 
IC. Flexible arrangements possible. Call 
273-6486. 
Entertainment: Folk singers 
interested in playing for frat parties or 
other. we will audition. contact Mike 
Lester or Tom Gunderson. Room 415 
w. Tower ><3678. 
Otter, is your door always locked at 
2:00 a.m., wlek!! 
50's itYI• vre,set party, f'rlebY' 
night, 9 :00 p.m. In Terrace 10A 
lounge.· COME DRESSED FOR THE 
OCCASION. Ali the bHr you can 
drink. Hallowe•en horror film. Oldies 
but Goodies records all night. $1.00 
covers all coupleU Ithacan staff Invited-
Happy Birthday, Michael David 
Cone. Love, Phyllis 
Preposition? Juxtaposition?. 
Composition? NOi Proposition! 
November 7. (see back page). 
Ride needed to NYC, November 5 •. 
Return to Ithaca November 7. Call 
C hristlne x3745 or 273-3720. Will 
share expenses and ride one or both 
ways. 
Ride wanted to Ottawa or Montreal 
any weekend. Betty x3668. 
Ride needed to Oneonta any 
weekend. Will share expenses. Cail 
Andy X3556. 
Cynthia, 
1 have a proposition tor You. Will . 
call. 
Love, John 
Are you an intelligent, good-looking 
boy? If so, three nice, atractlve girls 
(we're honestly not rejects) are 
Interested in meeting you. Please 
contact Box 1107 East Tower or call 
272•8793. 
To whom it doth apply: 
Thank you for being here when I 
needed you most. I love you, therefore 
I need you. 
Lovely Lady 
To the Delta Phi Zeta pledges: Two 
down and three to go. Keep up the 
good work and smiles. 
ICE HOCKEY 
Anyone Interested In playing on a 
team contact Jim 277-0987 or Pete 
x3598, Dorm 9 room 110, bY 
November 2. 
Toe and HIiier, Thaaank Vouuuuu!! 
certified Scuba Instruction. 
Equipment provided, Phone 387-7321 
between 6:00 and 12:00 p.m. 
Room tor rent. Sub-let January to 
June. Female roommate -
s•lf·SUPP0rtln1 preferablY to room 
with working student couple. $70/mo. 
All utilltles except electrlc. In 
five-room apartment downtown. Call 
Doug 272·3868. 
FOR SALE: Conn • Alto 
saxophone. Like new - with case. Call 
after 5:00 p,m. 539·7930. 
Hey llttle Shit, 
Happy Birthday Sweetheart 
Lavi!, Schroeder 
Here's-to a forgiven fall-
Queen_o_f Hearts 
Mom, 
Keep the ho me fires .burning. 
Happily homeward bound I'll be, come 
Thanksgiving._ 
Much love, CLH 
Roommate wanted: to share great 
house with lots of land on East shore 
Call 272-6283 and ask for Ruth. · 
To my little brother Jeff-
Good luck, you'll find that being a 
DK man is worth it all. 
. Joyce 
Knife, we miss you - please come 
home! 
Mali: and female DIPLOMACY 
Players wanted. Game of internatlona, 
tension. Beginners welcome. Call 
AR3-0165. 
Happy Belated Birthday! - Mike 
Bome. 
To the Obnoxious snob: 
Let's call It a truce. . 
From Another Obnoxious snob 
oenis, 
This Is the first of many birthdays 
we' II spend together. I'm lookln9 
forward to them all. 
Love, Kerry 
"An enchanting show. These greatly 
talented kids deserve your attention 
and support" says New York Magazine 
of "The Proposition". see tor yourself 
on November 7. (see back page). · Experienced dance band and rock 
drummer available. Call X3707 and ask 
for cave. Room 1002 west Tower. Tuesdays and Thursdays. Girl Jimmy, Welcome to Tappa Keg. 
~klyspeaklll(j ... by Phil Frank Jet, how'd you like your hussy?? 
"Catch them now. The best 
improvisation group I've ever seen. 
Fast, tunny and very hlP." Rex Weiner, 
EAST VILLAGE OTHER, said this of. 
"The Proposition", coming to IC 
November 7. Trust him! 
want to be IN on the Pro Football 
Action7 Call x3769 ask for Stu 
Whammo•s Official Line. 
Stretch, how was Your date with 
Josephine? 
People needed to work with the 
Free Bunch Federation. Call 533-4528 
or 274-3207. Do II! (today) 
To SBJ: I plead guilty to lhe 
"kissing charge" - Jam 
Granny. 
lip-a-sticks? 
you wanna order some 
Ha v e Y o u r fa v o r i I e g r LI b s ..,.,.,,.,..,,,. 
personalized! I will embroider them 
with whatever yo1,1 want. Quick service 
- cheap rates! Call Lizzie at 277-0825. 
Would the perverts on the 4th and 
13th floors of the West Tower please 
put their binoculars away. 
" ••• crisper and slicker than anY 
lmprovisatlonal group I have ever seen. 
They are very funny people. A place to 
go, again and again." (Julius Novick, 
Village Voice) See for yourself at least 
once November 7 (see back page) 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
CORNELL DUPLICATE 
BRIDGE CLUB 
INVITES I.C. STUDENTS 
TO PLAY FREE FOR THE 
WEEK OF MON., NOV.· 1 
. 
AND THURS, NOV. 4 
8:00 PM 
SAGE HALL CAFETERIA 
OFFICIAL ACBL 
SANCTIONEO·GAM.a 
..... ::,· ·• }·!.~· •. ~.,,.lt··,. -,.,;.••: 
. ' . ' .. ;_ ~' -- . ' . . " .......... "· . . .----,----,------,--------:--~ 
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NORTHSIDE LIQUOR & WINE INC. 
NIW la 1111S AD 
IFRCTIIE Tan 00. JOtli 
..... DISCOUNT P~ICES ON LIQUOR AND WINES 
507 N. CAYUGA STREET, DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
......,,....,,,., .. 
= · CLEARANCE SALE 
VALUES GALORE-~ THROUGHOUT THE STORE! 
R&R 
CANADIAN 
WHISKEY 
anow s5!0 
B&L 
SCOTCH 
BELOW 
54.!9 
WINDSOR 
CANADIAN 
WHISKY 
anow
54!9 
OLD 
SMU_GGLER 
SCOTCH 
-~ 55!' 
Jacquin 
Premium 
10 yr. Blended 
410. IILOW Qt. 
Federal 
Reserve 
"Blended" 
... 39..!· 
FOUR-ROSES 
PREMIUM 
WHISKY 
below$5~5 
Party Club 
Reserve 
6 '" •Id 16 , ... , 
Nlew4as Qt. 
, ... ,, Club 
Rum 
l'9f,t or Dark 
below 319 Qt 
GRAND 
MACNISH 
SCOTCH 
s5a1. 
below Qt. 
CUTTY SARK 
SCOTCH 
PARTY CLUB 
. SCOTCH 
.. Imported'" 
SCOTCH 
below 
56~~ 
Party Club 
BOURBON 
86 praol 6 yn old 
SEAGRAM'S 
100 PIPERS 
SCOTCH 
below SJ!,O 
PASSPORT 
SCOTCH 
below$5~~ 
80 PROOF 
5ra below o,. 
Shields 
Blended Whiskey 
below 3a& 
Qt. 
BEEFEATER 
GIN 
... &&~ 
SEAGRAM'S 
l CROWN 
..... 5s~_ 
Harveys Scotch 
86.8 proof 
below 5ss 
Qt. 
DUVAL 
IMPORTED FRENCH 
VERMOUTH 
SWEET or DRY 
s19~ 
33.8 oz . 
RON RICO 
PUERTO IICAN 
RUM 
below 48!. 
Bellows 
GIN 
below 43!. 
BALLANTINES 
SCOTCH 
below 730! 
Sandy Scot 
Scotch 
below 40~ 
KAHLUA 
COFFEE 
LIQUEUR 
below672 
JJO... 
I 
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-What's Happening Here? ..... 
Mu~i<: 
Various Singers Friday, October 29, 
Crossroads (adjacent to Pub) 
8:30-11:30 p.m., free admission. 
Boffalongo Sunday, October 31, Derby 
Restaurant, 356 Elmira Road, 9:00 
p,m.-m1dnlght. 
Faculty Concert (20th Century 
Chamber Music) Tuesday, November 2, 
Walter Ford Hall, 8:15 p.m., 
admission free. 
Judith Raskin, Soprano (concert) 
Wednesday, November 3, Walter 
Ford Hall, 8: 15 P.m., adm1ss1on 
free. 
1c rystal Ship, Sarofeen, and WIimer) 
Alexander and The Dukes 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
nlgnts respectively, North Forty. 
Cint•ma 
2001: A space Odyssey Friday and 
Saturday, October 29, JO. Statll!r, 
7:00 and 10:00 p.m., $1.25. 
Wall Until Dark and Psycho 7:00 and 
9:00 p.m. respccllvely, Friday and 
s.1turd.iy, October 29,30. Ives 120, 
$1.00 
Festival of Horrors Saturday, October 
JO, Union Rec Room, admossoon 
tree, SAS sponsored. "List of 
Addroan Messinger" 7:30 p.m.; 
"Ttie Haunting of Holl House" 9: 15 
p.m.; "Paranoia" 11:00 p.m.; 
"Night W.ilko,r" 12:3~ a.m.; 
"Frankenstein Must Be Ocstrcyed" 
2:lS a.m. 
Exiles Monday, November 1, (T · 102, 
2: oo p.m.) Wednesday, November 
J, ( r-101, 4:30 p.m.), Thursday, 
Novembeo 4 (T-102, 8:30 p.m.) 
fr"e of charge. 
Ski The Outer Li m1 ts Mon day, 
November 1, T-103, 8:30 p.m., free 
or charge. 
Romance and Reality Tuesday, 
November 2, T-101, 7:30 p.m. 
. Bullt·tin Board 
Shabbat Dinner Froday, October 29, 
OcMotle Room, Egbert Union, 
5:JO p.m. 
WICB AM-FM Rad1othon for United, 
Funds Friday, October 29 to Sunday, 
October 31, day and night. 
Charles Ford Silent movie expert 
showing film clips. Friday, October 
29, T-101, 4:00 p.m. and Job 
Room, 7:30 p.m. 
Hallowe•en Party Friday, October 29, 
west Tower, 8-11:00 p.m., $1:_oo 
admission and free for West Towe, 
residents with membership cards. ' 
Spanish Club Meeting Sunday, October 
31, Union Loungo, 8:00 p.m. 
Microfiber Substrate for Growth of 
intimal Linings (Or. John Gausch) 
Tuesday, NovembCr 2, S-307, 4:30 
p,m. 
conference on Admissions and careers 
in Criminal Justice Wednesday, 
November 3, Union Lounge, 7:00 
p.m. 
The Patient and His Wheelchair 
(Robert Jackson) Thursday, November 
4, T-102, 7:30 r.,.... 
Athletic~ 
varsity Foott,all vs. Grove CilY 
Saturday, October 30, South HIii 
Field, 1 :JO p,m. 
Cornell Football vs. Columbia 
Saturday, October 30, Scnoellkopll 
Field, 2:00 p.m, 
J.V. soccer vs. Cornell Wednesday, 
November 3, Allen Field, 3:00 p.m. 
women's Varsity Volleyball vs. Elmira 
Thursday, November 4, T·l02, 
7:30 p.m. 
otilQ,~~ 
~Q,oO,C), 0 ~ 0 ~ 
All IC' students will ·be eligible to participate in the SAB Ping 
Pong Tournament which will be starting Novemb.:r 8 in the Union 
Rec · Room. There will be singles, doubles and mixed doubles 
tournics. All interested students should sign up in the Union Billiards 
Room by 7:00 p.m. on November 5. If any questions arise, call 
Barry Kaufmann at x3489 or 273-9909. 
*. * * * 
The Greek Peak Ski Club will hold its annual Skier's Swap Shop 
at the area's b:1se lodge outside of Cortland, N. Y ., on two succ<;ssive 
Sundays, October 31 and November 7. Persons wishing to sell 
equipment should bring it to Greek Peak any time after I I :00 a.m. 
on citlwr Sunday. Sales start at I :00 p.m. and close at 5:00 p.m. A 
nominal fee is charged for pricing and tagging each group of items. 
* ,. * * * 
There will he a meeting for all students scheduled to attend 
Schiller Center~ next month. The meeting will he in F-103 on 
Tuesday, Nowmher 2, at 4:00 p.m. Transportation, housing, and 
n:g1stration will he the topics of discussion. 
* "' * * * 
Non-part ban election information on candidate and issues is now 
available 111 a fr.:e pamphkt, "Facts for Voters", published by the 
Le,1gue of Women Voters. The booklet contains a detailed 
c1srl:111atio11 of the propm,ition and two proposed amendments to 
thl' New York Stale Constitution to be included on the November 2 
ballot. You may pick up a pamplet at Egbert Union as well as many 
stores and office~ around Ithaca. 
* * * * * 
In ~,ssembling this .. best value" stereo- system we left out 
something very impqrtant: S57 .00! 
ft• I 
Individually. each of the components pictured has created a new 
st,111dard of sound-per-dollar stereo value. Togcther, these components 
produce an a mount and quality of sound that would have cost at least six 
hundred doll.irs a year ,1go. 
The Smalla:r Advent Loudspeakers are the only speakers costing less 
than the now-famous original Advenl Loudspcakcrs which can reproduce 
the entire musical range. Most incxpe_nsive ~peake5s cannot produ_ce the 
lowest octaws of music: the lowest strmg., ot a douole bass or electric bass 
guitar. tl!e lowest pipes of a pipe organ. The Smaller Advent can. 
The Lafayette LR-I 000 AM/FM stereo receiver has enough power to 
satisfy both you and the Advents. It produces 35 watts RMS per channel, 
across the entire musical range, at less than one percent total distortion. 
( RMS is the most demanding and leas! flashy of the various power-rating 
systems.) The tuni:r sections will separate weaker station~ on a crowded 
dial from thcir brawnier neighbors and receive them with an amazing 
fullness and clarity. 
To match the quality and reliability that the LR-1000 and the Advents 
rcprescnt; we recommend the Dual 1215 with a Pickering Phase IV/ATE 
cartridge. The Dual I:! 15 has a heavy platter. a convenient cueing control 
and comes with a dustcovcr and base. 
c·om.e to· LAFAYETTE t"his week. You'll be surprised how much 
quality sound your five hundred dollars can buy. 
System price: $500.00. If bought separately: S557 .00 
LAF.IIETTE IOXCAI COLLICDOWII 
· · The Office of Student Affairs will sponsor a Conference on 
Admissions and Careers in Criminal Justice this Wednesday, 
November 3, at 7:00 p.m. in the Union Lounge. Speakers will be 
William Clancy of the John Jay School of Criminal Justice, and Paul 
Tavelli, Ithaca's City Prosecutor. The public is welcome . 
••••• 
The Washington and Jefferson Literary Journal is soliciting 
students for new materials that will help to compose this annual 
literary magazine. Interested persons may send prose, poetry, <trama. 
music, graphics, and photography to: The Journal, Washington and 
Jefferson College, Washington, Pennsylvania IS301. All manuscript~ 
must be received no later than December 17, 1971. All material to 
be returned should include a self-addressed stamped envelope. 
. .... , 
A new film on the Palestinians shot clandestinely in May, I 97 I, i~ 
available from Black Star Productions. It documents the life of 
Palestinian refugees in the camps on the Gaza Strip. The film is 15 
minutes long. For more information write to Black Star Productions, 
8824 Fenkell, Detroit, Michigan 48238 or call (313)-831-2218. 
• * •• * 
The new Council on the Arts, established this year to foster 
artistic creativity on campus, is seeking response from the 
co mm unity concerning the following: 1) kinds of things the 
community would like ta see done in the area of arts on campus, :! 1 
the standards and priorities upon which the Council should base it1 
action, and 3) suggestions and questions about the Council. Written 
comments should be submitted to Laura Noble in the library. 
* * ••• 
The Student Activities Board (SAB) will present a weekend t" 
entertainment for the Hallowe'en holiday. On Saturday, October 30. 
the SAB presents five full-length features in the Rec Room starting 
at 7:30 p.m, and running until 4;30 a.m. Sunday. The titles includl' 
The List of Adrian Me~inger, The Haunting of Hill House, Paranoia. 
Night Walker, and Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed. Admission 1, 
free. On Sunday, October 31, at 8:30 p.m., in the Rec Room, SAB 
will present Joseph Prosch, a magician. Admission is free of chargL' 
to this show also. · 
• * • *. 
The entire Ithaca College Community is invited to a Hallowe'en 
party tomorrow night in the West Tower from 8:00 p.m. to I :00 
a.m. Admission is S 1.00 per person. Residents of the West Tower 
with membership cards are admitted free of charge. Beer, win< 
music, and food will be covered by the admission price. 
* * * *. 
The next Federal Service Entrance Examination (FSEE) will hL" 
given November. ::!O, Saturday. The location is the Ithaca Post Office. 
at the corner of Tioga and Buffalo Streets, at 8: 30 a.m. This is .1 
walk-in exam (you need not apply in advance) but you must present 
a completed application when you ·arrive. These applications ar<· 
availalbc in the SCP office, Egbert Union, third floor. 
* * * *"' 
WICB AM-FM has acquired an "out of phase ,omputor" that ha, 
memorized the best song.,; from their record library. Beginnin!! 
Monday, November I, the mighty "memory hank" will challeng<' 
listener's musical memories. Prizes will he awarded to winners wlw 
prove that man is smarter than machine. 
* * * ... 
WICB AM-FM will sponsor a radiothon to benefit the Tompkin, 
County United Fund Drive. The weekend marathon broadcast will 
be from 6:00 p.m. Friday, October 29, until Sunday, October 31 al 
7:00 p.m. The round the clock show will include live entertainment. 
records, and reports on incoming donations. Many community and 
campus leaders arc expected to drop by the station. This will be th,· 
third Fund drive for WIC'B since 1968. The entire WIC'B staff will h<· 
participating in the webkend marathon. 
* * "'* * 
Visiting Professor of TV-Radio··~nd TV star and creator, Rod 
Scrling. will he visiting the IC campus for a week starting Mond:t~ 
November I. He will he 1:onducting a workshop in Dramatic Writ in~ 
for 25 students in the department. 
* * "' *"' 
Linkages rn the Black Pluriver::,c (Africa, Afro-Amerk,1. 
Afro-C'arihbean) will he some of the topics discussed at ;in 
interdisciplinary and cross-cultural conference to bring scholar, 
together in an attempt to link the study of peoples in the Blach 
Diaspara. Of primary importance will be the examination of linkagl'' 
throughout the Black world. It is to be held at the Department <11 
Afro-American Studies, SUNY, Buffalo, New York. on .October 2<J. 
30, and 31. For more information, call 798-2635. 
• • •••• 
Friday, October 29, will be Hot Pants night in the IC Pub with 
cash prizes. The Schaefer Beer Company will be sponsoring fr<'l' 
prizes for both men and women with drawing every 15 minutes. 
. 
llOIIIT S .. IOOTHIOYD 
AGINCY •. INC. 
YOURROIIIC'110N~ouanOFE$SIO.N. 
IRODlil 
RDMlt S. loodlaUJd --ci.. ol '24 
. . 
.... L lootltrord -- O.ol '11' 
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Can Marijuana One-Up Alcohol! 
P_os~ibly _ 
·''High Jal!lper'' 
Rips-Off 
Ct1ntldtls 
Dope Crop 
(IP)-Marijuana could become 
.:ompetitive with alcohol as a 
popular 1ntoxicant, a University 
01 California at Los Angelos 
rharmacologist forecast here 
recently. "It is copceivable that 
01 ;irijuana could become ~· 
;,,mpetitive with alcohol, 
edtibiting many of the same 
,p1alities for moderate and 
~,cessive use over long periods of 
111nc," declared Professor William 
~
··. 
.. 
,a 
ll McGlothlin. "Future patterns 
,it marijuana· use will include 
. i:1ounts substantially above tho&e 
1 r>ically observed today, with 
:11'iy consumption of four to six 
-1~.1rettes not being uncommon 
1;11ong regular users," he 
preJicted. 
·'With the availability of the 
I l' re potent (cannabis) 
reparations, some individuals will 
. : ... ; ........ ·. 
'. ~I, 
.... : 'Ji, . 
', ,;.=-
'I' 
-1, 
....... 
, 
. _·_:. 
(LNS)-A series of raids on the 
Canadian government's federal 
marijuana p.itch have jeopardized 
research into the effects of 
smoking the weed. according to 
authorities. 
"This is really .senous," said 
A.B. Morrison. deputy director 
general of thc r:ood and Drug 
Directorate, adding that there had 
been three raids withm the last 
· month on thl' crop. 
Six to eight plants were stolen 
'from the patch lo,·ated at a 
government l'Xperimcntal farm in 
ih::ly consume several times this 
mount," Professor McGlothlin 
ml. At present the typical, 
·u~r.:n~ "marijuana user" in, this 
·,,untry probably smokes no more 
h.111 one cigarette per week, he 
.M,•d. 
Exhibit A: The weed with the roots in hell. Some even prefer it to a martini! 
1 Ottawa. "I-le got over the live-foot 
fcncc; he must haw been quill' a 
high jumper h.:cause he dl'.ircd it 
w i thou l t o u d1 in g It . " ~ a i J 
Morrison. · 
·· A student who smokes one 
11.1111uana cigarette daily would be 
·,,nsidered a heavy user by 
·u: rent standards - yet his 
,,1humption is only 15 per cent 
,1 ,1 hat is considered moderate in 
J'i<'!'ll countries and no . more 
h.111 one or two per cent of what 
, regardeq JlS very pcavy 
h,·,,·, Professor McGiothlin said. 
\ "significant increase" in the 
111111 her of persons who daily 
tllhUme four to six marijuana 
·1prdtes appears likely in the 
1:,1 few years, he added. 
·While this level of usage is not 
•,·1ll-rally considered disruptive for 
h,· Eastern countries, it remains 
to be seen whether the same 
conclusion will hold in a much 
more complex Western society. It 
would not be surprising if some 
individuals daily consume 40 
marijuana cigarettes or. more, an 
amount that greatly exceeds that 
presently observed in this 
country." 
Four factors contribute to this 
prediction, he explained: I) the 
majority of marijuana users are 
still in the "experimenter" stage; 
2) in comparison with other 
countries, the doses of marijuana 
now being used in the U.S. arc 
"quite low"; 3) "in spite of earlier 
conclusions to the contrary, 
tolerance to cannabis apparently 
docs develop, especially for the 
more potent preparations"; and 4) 
Support Solicited For 
Reinforced EOG Package 
, \\'CNS)-A score of education to year as is presently the case 
;,,ups - from the College under the Education Opportunity 
ni,.1ncc Examination Board to· Grant (EOG) program; and 
h,· '\ational Student Association financial aid officers would have 
hJ ve banded together in authority to determine a family's 
11 !' port of federal aid to the "contribution" and decide who 
,·nilest students. was eligible. 
I he group is attempting to Under the amendment being 
,,:,.11 support among college proposed hy Rep. Quie and 
t:1,knts and various organizations others, students would receive 
"'·•Proposaltoensurethatpoor Sl,400 per year less the 
tudcnts retain first access to contribution of his family, or half 
~,kr,il grants, regardless of where his estimated "need" to attend an 
h,· i study. The proposal is institution, whichever is less. 
'\!',Tted to be made in the form Student aid officers would use a 
11 .m amendment to H.R. 7248, standard forinula for determining 
·11i,· Higher Education Act of what each student could 
•1 - I." when that bill reaches the contribute. And students would 
1o,1r of the House. continue to have the same 
President Nixon also proposed assurance of receiving aid from 
n,·w students aid program in his year to year if they continue to 
. 1ghcr education message to qualify. 
ongress last February. With new "A serious problem in this bill 
~~
1,IJtion he hoped that more is the increased power given to 
hJn one million more students financial aid officers," Quie said. 
1u11ld receive aid. It would assure "There is a 28 per cent turnover 
h.11 federal funds go first, and in of aid directors annually, which 
h,· largest amounts, to the means many directors have little 
~,·d1est students in order to place experience. Under our bipartisan 
hc·111 on an equal footing with proposal, they would follow 
tudi:nts from higher-income standard ,guidelines less 
,11111hcs. It would mean that (high susceptible to mischief." 
,·hool students') choice of a · "Students from families of 
't1llq!e would .be based on their middle and upper incomes would 
tluc·ational goals rather than still have access to federal 
Pon their families' financial·- work-study and loan programs," 
ir,urnstances Quie said. '"In fact, under the 
.. rhe m~st emotional issue. EOG proposal, families with 
":,gress faced this year in the incomes of $12,000 and above 
re.i of higher education centered would qualify :- but the student 
'
11 institutional- grants," would not receive an EOG as large 
I{,., Presentative Albert H. Quie as those in greater need." 
I{ -\!inn.) told the group at a Rep. Quie said student leaders 
cc,. n t meeting. "But no one and student editors shoul~ _ make 
too ct up for students." their views known by wntmg. to 
Fnder H.R. 7249 as it was their Congressman and sen~mg 
PJ\~cd by the House Education copies to him for pos~ible 
nJ Labor Committee, higher ,publication in the Congre~s1onal 
H:,nrne ·students could have access Record. "My colleagues m the 10 these grants, through their House do not know the wishes of 
'
0 I leges even b~fore poor students. Only this eleventh hour 
,t Udents. 'A student could not :effort will turn the tide in favor of 
rt:l'C1ve ntOre. than $4,QQQ in four the Students WhO need financial 
Yea~. but his grant would not be iaid the most." 
automatically -renewed Jto~ year; .. ... , -': 
. . .. ~~ ...... ·...-~·· ---- ... : .. ~ 
~•!" • " J. . t • ' • •• 
·hashish or other strong 
preparatio-ns are likely to become 
more available. "It should not be 
concluded that a relatively high 
percentage of future marijuana 
users will be considered to 
1:onsume excessive amounts," he 
declared. "Rather the standards of 
what is considered light, 
moderate, and heavy usage arc 
likely to he shifted upward. 
"Also, the more potent 
cannabis preparations will not 
necessarily replace prefcrencc for 
marijuana among m.iny u~crs. any 
more than the availability of 
distilled liqu9rs elimin:1tes thc 
demand for beer and wine." 
At present, Ill' concluded. the 
pn:valence of one or more trials of 
marijuana among students .it 
urban West Coast colleges appL·ars 
to he around C,() per ccnt. The rail' 
for urban East Coast schools is 
~light Iy lcss. while thosc for 
Midwest and Soul hcrn i:ollcgcs 
probably arc no more than half to 
two-thirds the West Coast ralL'. 
Guards managcJ to ~top the 
other two att.:mpts on thc crop. 
Till' marijuana ficld L·onta111' 
some uniquc stra111 with ~ec·d~ 
g;1thcrcd from thl' U.S .. M<·x1,·o. 
South Africa. Morocco. h1ropc 
Jlld L<·hanon. Thcy ,11c· 1101\ 
m:armg maturity .ind will ~0011 hl' 
h,llV.:StL'd. 
··1 t was just hilnd l11d-. I hat 
nonL' of till' 1,1re s1ra111s 
lost," said Morrison 
\Vt'rL· 
·1 he g.ovcrnm<·nl c:-.pcc·ts lo 
harvcst around 18.000 pot11Hb of 
till' weed from the· lh,"'L"-acre plot. 
Department Manager's Sale I' i ) 
Sportswear separates 
reg. $12.00 to $26.00 
1/J OFF 
-tops 
-slacks 
-skirts 
·A special coordinate group of washable 
double knit acrylic In solids, argyles and 
~tripes or combos. Junior sizes, 5 to 15 . 
The big sale Is on all this week •.• 
save on men, and womens fashion,, 
stationary, yard goods, yarns, much 
more! Harvest special values at special low, 
low Prices. 
BETTER SPORTSWEAR, 
SECOND FLQOR 
... _., ..................... -_ ....... ~ ................... ...,._ .... , ......... -...... ~ ·-··~ .... -.. --· . 
f 
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SMILE 
'R£LAX[Yo\J CAN 
!'\AKE r,.., RE.ALl"N ~'( 
S\'Z.E. ~PE, OR COU>R. 
YO•J WANT!! 
MQbile Audiology Unit 
Distinguishes Self On Tour 
The completion of the first 
year of a new Easter Seal service, 
pronding free hearing tests in ten 
central New York counties, has 
n:~ulted 1n dramalic proof of the 
need for these services m outlying - ' 
area~. I 
In a rolal population, speech i 
an J hearing prohlcm~ average 
around ten percent. Because of 
till' spei:ial target groups le~te<l in 
the 1-.a~ter Seal clinics. more than 
thirty percent of tho~e tc~led 
Wl·re rcfcr~cd to the nearest 
r,eatmcnt rc~ourcc often 50 to 
75 mile\ away. All rcforrals arc 
followed up 30 to C,0 days later, 
to ascertain lhe outcome of the 
referral. 
The Easler Seal sponsor~d 
dinics were conducted by the Sir 
Alexander Ewing Speech and 
Hearing Clinic at Ithaca C'ollcgc. 
Staff members and graduate 
students, using the Clinic's m·w 
mobile audiology unit equipped 
with the mo~t advanced and 
s o p h is t i c a I e d d i a g n o s t i c 
equipment availahie, tested more 
than 1.000. The majority of those 
tested were pre-school children or 
senior citizens, two groups 
generally regarded as difficult to 
test. OWcr people arc more prone 
to hearing deficiencies and early 
treatment and_ therapy is vital to a 
Over 2,000 people tested in mobile unit. Photo by Barb Goldberg 
child with speech and hearing 
impairment. 
Each clinic was publicized in 
advance through the efforts of 
Easter Seal volunteers who 
received excellent cooperation 
from community organizations 
and local churches. Easter Seal 
volunteers also helped on clinic 
days with administrative detail. 
Counties in which clinics were 
held include Allegany. Broome. 
('a~uga. Chemung. C'henango, 
Cortland, Schuyler. Steuben, 
Tioga and Tompkins. The mobile 
unit was also at last year's New 
York State Fair in Syracuse, with 
two days of testing sponsored by 
Easter Seals. Of the 955 l'hildrcn 
and adults tested during a three 
day period, over one-third, or 344 
were found to have speech or 
hearing problems, some serious. 
Dr. Walter T. C'arhn. professor 
of speed1 and hearing and director 
of the Ewing Speech and Hearing 
Clinic, will hring the mohile unit 
the 50th annual meeting of the 
state Easter Seal Society. and 
conduct a demonstration of the 
unit's equipment. Dr. Carlin has 
just returned from a year's 
sabbatical which he spent in West 
Africa as a consultant on mobile 
audiological services to Ghana's 
Ministry of Education. 
G11yetty's 
Medicated 
P11pe1 
( CPS)-The first toilet paper 
was ~nbleached pearl-colored ·pure 
manila hemp paper made in 1857 
by Joseph C. Gayetty of New 
York City. whose name was 
watermarked on each sheet. It 
sold ,11 500 sheets for fifty cents 
and. was known as "Gayetty's 
Mc~ 1catcd Paper. a perfectly pure 
article for the toilet and for the 
prevention of piles." - from "The 
Po c kct Book of Famous First 
Facrs" by Joseph Kane. 
.~ 
by Jim Mitchell .. 
----- ~:;;~ 
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Ass't (?A Suggests 
Using Drug Informers 
by Fred Hirsch 
William Sullivan, Assistant 
District Attorney for Tompkins 
County and the unopposed candi-
date on the Republican ticket for 
District Attorney recently spoke 
to a gathering of IC' students on 
the West Tower's fourteenth 
floor. He explained his views and 
fielded questions on the subject of 
penalization for possession of 
drugs. 
In his opening ten-minute 
statement, Sullivan categorized 
the problem of drugs in two parts: 
the supply by pushers and the 
demand of drugs. He explained 
that prosecution of users will not 
solve the problem. He said bigger 
efforts must be made in lowering 
the demand for drugs. "We want 
to stop drug traffic in the 
community," he commented. By 
"we", Sullivan explained that he 
meant the community who has to 
beware of drug-related crimes and 
the families of drug users. 
Where will information and 
leads come from in getting the 
pushers off the street? Sullivan 
cited three present and future 
ways. Some information is derived 
from other drug users who have 
been recently sentenced and/or 
fined. There are also various 
citizens in Ithaca who are willing 
to reward others for turning in 
pushers. Sullivan also expressed 
interest in instituting policy 
through the courts whereby 
anyone on probation for narcotics 
violations would coo;,erate with 
the District Attorney's office. The 
way this works is that if the 
D.A.'s office needs information 
on a narcotics case, it would 
contact someone on probation for 
drugs. The person would convey 
any information which he might 
know of. The court would later 
decide whether that person is 
additionally concealing any 
Ass't D.A. William Sullivan 
knowledgeable information or 
not. 
Sullivan, voicing his opinion ot 
marijuana and its effects, said the 
problem is that no one really 
knows all about the drug. He 
explained that it is still 
"premature to legalize" 
marijuana. The' Assistant District 
Attorney admits that penalties for 
possession of marijuana in small 
amounts are presently "harsh". 
However, he continued that if a 
suspected dealer was caught with 
even one joint, Sullivan would ask 
the court for the maximum 
penalty upon his conviction. He 
also made it quite clear that 
during a trial, he is not in the least 
concerned with whose "son or 
daughter" the pusher is, for he 
will receive a fair and equitable 
ttial:· 
Asked if there are any 
narcotics agents on campus 
presently, he explained that he 
had no knowledge whether there 
were any agents here or not. 
&, FIBERGLASS SKI PACKAGE 
Sullivan was also questioned on 
whether or not the college 
communities (IC and Cornell) arc 
under special surveillam:e by 
enforcement officials. Responding 
to this, Mr. Sullivan commented. 
"(College) students are no 
different from anyone else." He 
added that there is "no effort 
made to pick 'on students," and 
said that he does not think "it is 
fair to do so." 
Need hP'P in literature? Ask the 
experts who prepare Cliff's Notes. 
Our authors are scholars who 
have taught the works they write 
about. They know how to explain 
them to you in clear, concise 
form. Increase your 
understanding. Get Cliff's Notes 
and get with the experts. 
........... ~, 
..... ., ..... . 
Nearly 211 lltln-alnys mllalllt 
namer .. ,ks an .. ,11. 
011J $11acll 
K2 -Holiday Skis 
RIEKER K-39 Boots 
Adult CUBCO Bindings 
with Arlberg . 
Poles (Aluminum) 
95.00 
45.00 
24.50 
7.95 
Install & Adjust 6.00 
RETAIL PRICE $118.1/,S 
:;:f?~e,;f='Jdce $110°0 
SALAM0N404·Bindings$7Al0-extra ~ ..,,-
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. COMP&.IEff 
MUSICAL Sl:IIVICIE 
HICKEY'S 
Music ~t(>:re 
10, DRAFTNOWII 
EV ER V 0 AV 6 • a pm';~ 
CLAMS - 99, doz. 
SPAGHETTI - $1.00 ,,·, 
ALL YOU CAI\I EAT ,... . 
SUN. •WED. · ·:; t 
~11:ZA - Sl.30 · :.~ -
___ .. ".,. ... ,. 
.. ..~: •;-' .. - ..... --.:' 
o·rarri"a 
ra.f~rnity 
Produces 
Musical 
inder-ella 
Short Shorts 
A Scout Is .•. 
While American Boy Scouts 
were receiving publicity last spring 
for their policy of acting as 
"youth squads" of police, British 
Boy Scouts drew notice for their 
handbooks' instructions on self 
defense. To repel an attacker, 
scoufs were told: I. Thrust two 
fingers up his nose; 2. Knee him in 
"Cinderella! Cinderella!" is the the groin; 3. Scrape a heel down 
,,ted su.mmons of the hisshin:4.Stamponhistoes .. 
q,,isters, as the news goes out British scouts, like those here, 
•11 "The Prince is giving a ball!" start at age I I. 
Rodgers and Hammerstein's Tiger Power 
11 ,,cal adaptation of the familiar A team of biologists studying 
:n talc has been chosen'by the the cffrcts of war on the ecology 
1,;ca College chapter of. Theta of Vietnam found that amidst the· 
J 11 ha Phi, national honorary d cv as tat 10n one organism had 
,11 11:i fraternity, as its production successfully adapted to the 
1 llllaca area children this year. environmi:ntal disruption. The 
"Cinderella" will havi: three animal is the tiger. 
r1,irmances: an evening show at Tigers had learned to associate 
:o p.m., Friday, November 5, the sound of gunfire with the 
.i matinees Saturday, November presence of human carrion. and 
.,1 I :00 p.m, and 3:30 p.m. in were surviving quite well on their 
1" \I a in Th cat re or· the new. plentiful and easily located 
1l<1r111ing Arts Building. food supply. 
J 1ckets for the young -and the Maybe a Turkey? 
,,111!! at heart-will be on sale at In the wake of the recent 
, Joor one hour before each disclosures of eagle di:struction by 
,,11. ranchers in Wyoming, a new 
"Cinderella" is being produced bumper sticker has appeared: 
111ely by Ithaca College drama Make Sheep The National Bird. 
11,knts, members of Theta Alpha Insult to Injury Dep't 
:1. It is directed by Elly ·Leone, The cyclamate affair isn't over. 
1<lreographed by Robert In case you have forgotten, 
hn,on and designed by Beatrice cyclamatcs arc cancer-causing 
! Silva. The music director is artificial sweeteners which the 
hn S. Kroner. government allowed industry to 
I he cast includes Melody .put into our food until 1970, even 
,· 1 t ro tt as C'indcrella, Robert though the sweeteners· safety had 
,:dl·c.:kcr as the Prince, Thea been questioned by the National 
.1111,ay and Beth Hall as thi: Academy of Sciences as early as 
l'p,1sters and Judith Nachshin as 1955. 
,. Fairy Godmother. Matthew The government has apparently 
11at is the Herald, Walton Amey decided that allowing industry to 
till' King, Elaine Zeldin the poison Americans for I 5 years is 
Jl·en and Ruth DiPasqualc the not enough - Congress is 
q1111other. The show has a- prcscntly considering a hill which 
1,knt chorus, dancers and small would pay any claims filed hy 
d1estra. cyclamak manufacturers, fruit 
I he theme, of course. is growcrs and canners. food 
",·ally the old fairy tale of processors. soft drink companies 
ndnella, who wishes in the and anyone else, for any money 
llll' of every young girl who ever lost as a result of the ban. 
111ted to go to a dance and was Industry has estimated claims 
Id she couldn't; her Fairy would exceed SIOO million, and 
idmother, who assures her that the bill puts no ceiling on money 
111possiblc things arc happening to be paid out. The measure was 
l'IY day"; the Prince, who falls introduced, sponsored, and is 
i<ll'e and searches everywhereh·•b'eing pushed, by tire Nixon 
r h1~ lovely mysterious Princess. administration. 
Buffalo: 
appearing at Kleinhans Music Hall 
CHUCK MANGIONE, Oct. 29, 7:00 and 10:30 p.m. 
CAT STEVENS (Sold Out), Oct. 30, 8:30 p.m. 
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON, Oct. 31, 8:00 p.m. 
MELANIE, Nov. 3, 8:00 p.m. 
ROD McKEUN, Nov. 4, 8:30 p.m. 
appearing at Memorial Auditorium 
JETHRO TULL, Nov. 1, 8:00 p.m. 
BUDDY MILES, DEEP PURPLE, FLEETWOOD MAC, 
Nov. 8, 8:00 p.m. 
DONOVAN, Nov. 10, 8:00 p.m. 
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR, Nov. 12, 8:30 p.m. 
appearing at Peace Bridge Exhibition Center 
PINK FLOYD,.Nov. 8, 8:00 p.m. 
'le chester:· 
appearing at Memorial Auditorium 
JETHRO TULL, Oct. 30, 8:30 p.m. 
BILL ANDERSON, Nov. S, 8:00 p.m. 
DONO.VAN," Nov. 11, 8:00 p.m. 
Syracuse: 
appearing a.t·Memorial Auditorium 
CAT STEVENS, Oct. 31, 8:00 p.m. 
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McC_all, · Predicts 
Possible '72 
Lindsay __ Victory 
If the 11 million young people 
between the ages of 18 and •. 25 
eligible to vote do so in the 197 2 
Primaries and Presidential 
election, John Vliet Lindsay 
might just make the trip from 
New York's City Hall to the White 
Hous.e, according to David 
Halbcrstam's political reading )n 
his current McCall's article. 
Calling Lindsay's bid for the 
nomination "the most interesting 
mean less and less", many former 
party-line voters are ready for a. 
change, Halberstom claims. 
In answering those who insist 
the "heartland'' would not accept 
an urban East-coast mayor as 
prcsfdent, Lindsay can point to 
Kennedy, who successfully 
challenged another supposed 
taboo. Finally, the McCall's story 
quot cs many political advisers 
close (o the Mayor as being 
John Lindsay denied Presidential bid while in Ithaca last wel"k. 
ra cc of the year," Halberstam 
says. " ... in switching parties he 
is challenging more of the old 
maxims of Amcrkan politics than 
any other possible candidate." 
Those for whom Lindsay has 
the greatest appeal arc 25 and 
under. Halberstam says, quot mg a 
New York political pro whose 
recent efforts to register young 
voters ran into a wall of apathy 
regarding cvery potential 
Democratic candidate hut one. 
Lindsay's was the only name that 
"gencratcd genuine 
c x citement" --an attitude which 
recalls the youthful response to 
John Kennedy in 1960 and 
E ugcnc McCarthy in 1968. As 
reinforcement~ the author points 
to a poll_ taken this summer which 
gave Lindsay a wide margin over a 
field which included Edmund 
Musk i c, Ted Kennedy. George 
McGovern and Birch Bayh. ·1s% 
of those polled were under 25. 
However, a recent Newsweek poll 
shows Lindsay trailing behind 
most of the other eligible 
candidates and Ted Kennedy 
leading the field. 
Passage of the 28th 
Amendment, which makes ·the 
franchise available to all over 18, 
has changed the position of the 
young from enthusiastic but 
impotent advocates on election 
-day, fo voters with real political 
dout. This fact heavily influenced 
Lindsay's decision to move for the 
nomination, as did his belief t~al 
.. in a nation where party labels 
convinced he c.:ould not support 
his dt•clared position~ ".· .. the 
need to gel out of 
Vietnam ... thc faikd national 
priorities. thc- unhealed racial 
sores ... a,1d defer action until 
197<,," 
Having chosl'n to switch and 
fight. Lind~ay has three 
alternative path~ 1,., national office 
in 197 2 as I lalherstom st·es it. 
With no clear Democratic 
challenger he may "harne~s t ht• 
o I d D c m o c r a t i c ·p a r t y 
machinery ... and he a winner. or 
a pos~ihlc vice-presidential 
nominee or a nrnn with money in 
the hai1k for a high cabinet post." 
Failing these, the McCall's 
article gives John Lindsay a 
strong-fall-back posit ion. "Even if 
he achieved no national success in 
1972. a good horse should run to 
show his talent. and there would 
be other races ... perhaps 
challenging Rockcleller for 
Governor in 1973 and using that 
hase for an assault on the 
presidency in 1976." 
CUSTOM 
8 Track Stereo Tape Reel ~o Re_el .. Stereo Cassette 
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Concert Series. 
Presents 
Judith Raskin. 
Judith Raskin Met mpohtan Opcr;1 Soprano 
Snpr;1110 Jud11h Ra,k111 will 
Jlfl'\l'IH litl' :-.l'L'ond progr;1111 in lhl' 
I <17 I -7 2 I I haca ( 'ollq.:l' C'om·L·rl 
Sl·ric ... al W.iltn h1rd II.ill 
Wl·dnl·,day l'\'l'llinj!. :\oVl'lllhL'I' 3. 
l'il'kl·h 101 thl' 8.15 p.111. l'Vl'lll 
w11l hl· on ,ak ,ti lhl· dno1. 
I he ,\ 11wril·a11-hor11 an 1:-,t h,1, 
al'hll'Vl'd a l"l'plllal1,>11 ·" an 
0Uhl;111di11)! IL'L'llah,1. 01wr.1 ,1.11 
.111d on:hl',11al ,olol',I. lkr voL·al 
ll'l'h111q11L·. co1111na11d of torctJ!ll 
lall)!ll,lj!l' and l1lt1,IL'al ,t.L'L'lll ha\'L' 
· led L'l'il 1c, lo I L'L'll)!lll/l' hL'r ,I\ OllL' 
nf l hL' fint· hL·,kr ,lllj!L'I, nl 011 r 
I lllll' .. llld ,hl• I\ lll>ll'd IOI ill'I 
.1hil11y 1,1 p1,>IL'l'I a WL',1llh "' 
pn,onaltly and w.1rm1h lo he, 
alldll'llL'I.:,. 
-\I llll' :..k110polt1.1n OpL'l,l. hL'I 
1tHL·rp1et.1l1011, of ~101.111. Vt·1d1 
,I 11 d S I r ,I II , , h l" r o I II L', a I l' 
fl'lllfnl,L'l'lll ol I hL' l,tk I· h:-,al>l't h 
Sd111ma1111. w11h whom ,hl' ha:-. 
frl'lflll'!ll)y hL'l'll l'lllllfl:l!l'd. 
I hl· llhal·a .11tdll'nL'l' will. have 
+HLIQUOR+ 
WJN.t.: 
,NEAREST STORE TO 
CAMPUS 
UOUORS Al'. LOW ... 
LOW ... PRICES 
218 E.5TATE. ST. 
TEL--A Jt~·2l~l I 
.111 opport111111y 1,, lll'ar Ju,lith 
1{;1sJ..m\ 1111crprelal10n:-. ol both 
opl'ra and lieder. ShL' will :-.111g 
:-,ckl·l1011:-. frnlll lhrt'L' Moz;trl 
op L' r a:-,: per Io r Ill a group of 
Sdll!bl'I I ,,111g:-,; and will also :-.ing 
lhc Sl'h'll l:arl~ Son)!, ot :\!ban 
Bctl!. l'our :-,ong.:-. hy (iust.1v 
l\l,1hlL'I' will compkk IIH: proµram. 
l·oll,1w111µ )!raduat1011 lro!ll 
s m 1 1 h (' o II L' J!L'. Judi I h Ra ,k i 11 
ht·gan lwr profc"iollal carL'Cr and 
made lll'r ,kh111 wi1h till' NBC 
Opera m I') 5 7. ,mgmµ I hL' role ol 
Sus;1nlla 111 ·1 ht· :\l.1r1iagL' ol 
F11.:a10 oil lour. IIL•r TV dchu1 
wi.lh 1i1c cnmp.1ny was as Si...tL't 
( ·onslalll'<' 111 Pouknc·~ Otalogul'' 
of I hl· C'a rllll'lt le:-.. She WOil 
inll'fllal1011;il aL·L·laim al the 
famou, (ilyndl'(,011rnc h::-,liv;ll m 
1•11,3 ,11lll l'lh4 ;1:-, l'.illlina in ThL" 
:\lal!IL' Flute'. which ~he abo 
pc·rf:llllll'd on BBC' 1ckvi~1on and 
latl'f m L'Olll'L'll with thl· Bo~ton 
S} mphony Or..:hL·~lcr al 
·1 anglcwo,id. 
Your Plumber or 
H-,;,,,, O.Ole, 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For.c:.v ........... 
Dap1d1W.~ 
..._AW 
........... 
U2 • USO ....... N.Y. 
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BOONES FARM • 30¢ glass 
·sTRAWBERRY HILL - $2·.25 pitcher 
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The Radiclibs, The Mafia Or 
· · · · Wi-11 TIME. Tell 
( LNS)-At least once a year,, 
according to postal regulations, 
publications arc required to print a list 
of the owners of their operation. For 
people like us, there isn't much to it-
we just list as the owners of the lthacan 
·all the people who are working full time 
as staff editors. 
For big--timc establishment papers 
and magazines it's a little more 
complicated. For one thing, they're 
talking about money at a scale we don't 
even dream of. For another, they may 
fee I just a little bit hesitant about 
stating too squarely just who it is that 
butters their bread consistently on the 
side that says "don't rock the boat." At 
any rate, when their turn to own up to 
·their ownership comes around, they 
don't always come entirely clean-as the 
following speech by Senator Lee 
Metcalf of Montana, taken from the 
pages of the Congressional Record, 
makes entirely clear: 
Last week, while paging through my 
copy of TIME, I saw some familiar 
names in an odd place. The names were 
the "nominees," "street names," or 
"stra,,s" ll~ed to hide the identity of 
various financial interests. I found these 
street names in TIME's ownership 
statement, which appears on page 92 of 
the magazine of October 11 ... 
According to the weekly news 
magazine, it is owned by Time, Inc .. of 
which 19 stockholders each own one 
percent or more of tlte total amount of 
stock. 
Mr. President, let us ask TIME's 
"stockholders" to march by. 
First on the list is Carson & Co. Its 
address is Box 491, Church Street 
Station, N.Y. IOOJ8. 
Y 011 have never heard of Carson & 
Co.'? Neither has the Bell operator 
poring over th~ Manhattan phone book. 
Carson & Co., despite its financial 
interest in the weekly news magazine, is 
publicity shy. To find out more about 
this modest company one must look at 
the Nominees list, published by the 
American Society of Corporate 
Secretaries at 9 Rockefeller Plaza. You 
will not find this in your local library. 
The society is as publicity shy as Carson 
&Co. 
After an attorney and a newsman -
not from TIME - were both refused 
copies of the Nominee list, I placed it 
in the Congressional Record. ~nd it 
All,ll'I 1,1 
.,,, ,,,,, 
O>M! ON.DOWN TO 
AUB~• 
·~.WE·BA~~Jlm 
. ~x 1'4 'R>WN 
' 
. ·s 
W ___ h __ o_C~o-n-,,-o .... ls~M~o~· ,-e 
shows that Carson & Co. really means 
Morgan Guaranty Trust. · 
Further down in TIME's report on its 
principal stockholders appears the name 
Powers & Co. It has a different post 
office box at the Church Street Station 
- Box 1479. The New York Telephone 
operator cannot find Powers & Co. 
either. But you can see by the Nominee 
List that it is also Morgan Guaranty 
Trust. 
, Powers & Co. shares Box 1479 with 
another of Time's stockholers - Tegge 
& Co. The telephone operator is quite 
emphatic that, no, there is no Tegge & 
Co., just as there is no Powers & Co. and 
no Carson & Co. in the New York 
directory. But Tegge & Co. shows up in 
this year's edition of the Nominee list, 
as yet another pseudonym used by 
Morgan Guaranty Trust. 
TIME includes among its reported 
stockholders, Chetco, at 35 Congress 
Street, Boston. and Ferro & Co., at the 
same address. Both, according to the 
Nominee List, are really the National 
Shawnut Bank of Boston. 
TIME likewise lists without further 
identification Pace & Co., Box 926, 
Pittsburgh. And who is Pace? It is really 
Mellon Bank .& Trust, according to the 
Nominee List. 
Another of TIME's stockholders is · 
reported as Cede & Co., Bux 20. 
Bowling Green Station, New York. 
Persons who follow regulatory matters 
will recall that Cede & Co. shows up 
repeatedly 011 · ownership reports of 
power companies. airlines. and railroads, 
and that not long ago the Interstate 
Commerce Commission expressed mild 
interest in finding out who controlled 
all those Cede & Co. shares. Our 
friendly New York long-distance 
operator cannot find Cede & Co. But 
the Nominee List shows that Cede & 
Co. is the Stock Clearing Corporation. 
at 44 Broad Street. I would add that the 
Stock Clearing Corporation is a wholly 
owned sutisidiary of the New York 
Stock Exchange. 
Perhaps the Vice President. or 
appropriate congressional committees 
will want to pursue this issue. Could it 
be that Carson, Powers, Tegge, Chetco, 
Ferro, Cede and Companies have 
surreptitiously acquired more control of 
the country than either the radiclibs or 
the Mafia? 
Will TIME tell? 
ASIATIC GADEN 
NEW LOCATION 
Chinese-American Food 
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faces lo& __ foster 
Hicks Goes For ·Boxing. Crown 
Tom Hicks, Ithaca fighter, goes after light-heavyweight title Saturday in Scranton, Pa. 
This Saturday night, in 
Sc ran ton, Pennsylvania, Ithacan 
Tommy Hicks will face the fight 
of his life. That's when he will 
cnter the ring to face Bob Foster, 
the light-heavyweight boxing 
champion of the world, in an 
attempt to take that title away. 
Hicks, the Blond Bomber of 
Ithaca, is a 1966 Ithaca College 
graduate and is· now a physical 
cclucation instructor in the 
BOCES Special Children's Center 
in Ithaca. He earned his Master's 
degree in 1969 from Cortland 
State. 
Undoubtedly, Hicks has to go 
into· the fight as a heavy 
underdog. Bob Foster is a proven 
fighter and has not lost a fight in 
two years .. He has defended his 
championship title successfully 
four times. Hicks tuned up for the 
battle by taking on Walter 
Opshinsky on September 22, 
beating him decisively. The Foster 
fight had been Tommy's goal 
throughout his career, and the 
chance at the title will fulfill the 
dream of Tom's late manager, Joe 
Netro. 
A large, partial crowd is 
expected to be at Scranton, only a 
two-hour drive from Ithaca. Hicks 
~·ill have support and will need it 
against the tough Foster, but win 
or lose, he should put in a good 
showing. And win or lose. we 
expect to have an interview with 
Tommy in the near future. 
Field Hockey Wallops Hartwick 
by Beth Nisco 
no long or short corners, nor any 
The Women's Varsity Field Ithaca. Haliway through the final shots at the goal. Playing an 
llockey Team romped to their half, Janice Kirkpatrick knockecl outstanding clefcnsive game were 
,crnnd victory in four starts as it in her second goal. and Ithaca leacl L i z p r i c e ( R 11 I . s a rah 
,motheredHartwick9-0. _.,,._ 7-0. Scoring the first goal of her Montgomery (Clll, Sanely 
The Bombers colllpletely college career, senior and Du~enberry (RF), and Pat Burgess 
dominated the game, displaying a co-captain Linda Gatewoocl (LF). Outstanding for the Bomber 
\\ell co-ordinated offensive and became the fourth player to tally offense were Leigh Buck (RI) and 
defrnsive line. for the Bombers. And with one Janice Kirkpatrick (LI). 
The first goal came two minute left in the game, Nancy The next event to be held at 
nnnutes into the first half with a Buttler raised the score to its final Ithaca is the N.Y.S. Intercollegiate 
I I ne shot by Leigh Buck. A resting place at 9-0, on a fine Tournament on November S and 
m111ute and a half later, Janice assist by Sandy Dusenberry. 6. Ithaca is seeded first. Brockport 
K 1rkpatrick came through with The Ithaca defense played an ~econd. Adelphi third, and Cornell 
Ithaca's second goal of the game. excellent game, allowing Hartwick fourth. 
Ithaca continued to batter aw_ayj r· ...c:a:,w,.a,-J»».>W~.,.,-~J:7..,.-~J~...r.., 
.11 llartwick's defense, and with · 
,,, minutes left in the first half, '8 
I c·1gh Buck went in f~r her second ,S . § 
~".ii of the game, putting Ithaca .§ § 
.1heaLI 3-0. A minute later· the '8 § 
ll <llllbers lead 4-0, courtesy of :S 111111111111; iiii.-ril!IAIA S 
I '-'lgh Buck. . . , is Nllfl~~· !l~~j; § In the second halt, 11 took § § 
I c·1gh only three minutes to S 
11,·netrate Hartwick's defense and LOAD1J1G DOCK § 
,, ore her fourth goal. Three § 
:i11nutes later. Sally Scatton came & 
t-·------------.. 1 hrough with number six for § Thurs. Nite OLD TIME FLICKS § 
TO 
n. Villa 
- SPECIAL -
EACH_ WK. ON TUES. & THURS. 
SPAGHETTI & MEATBALL 
$1.25 
TAU llT. II lo lid 8'1'. Dff 
.. :, ~- .. . 
ea... .......... ... 
.. 
t!v'~~,... ;· .... ~ 
I -
Fri. Nite TONY'S PLEASURE 
RUSS NYGRIN 
Sunday MQvie 
. 
'DIAMOND HEAD' 
Reservations or Information 
213-1312 
§ I ii ~ i I 
' 
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Riding Club Compet 
In Two Shows 
Photo by Barb Goldberg 
Ithaca College Intercollegiate Fquestril!nne Te.im 
The Ithaca CollL'ge Rid111g l\farv Ikth Cl.111-.. Linda :\lilari.. . 
. Team attenLIL•d .i show held on ,and.KJty Stabb plan·d third \\ilh-
. October 10 :11 llunt Cap Farms in thL' lwlp of an enthu,i,bt1c rooting 
-Thrl!e Bridges Ne\\ Jer~ey. ·~l'L·t1on made up ofth1: n111L'othn 
Sponsoring the first show of the tL'am 111c111hn~. 
season was Fairkigh Dkkinson On S11nd.1y. (klohL'I 2-1. t hL' 
University at Madison. l'rit.e tL·am ll'J'leSL'nlL'd IC 111 .1 ,how 
winnL'rs for this show included: hl'ld hy the lnlL"IL"ollcµ1all' llor~L" 
K.C.VanDyck.2nd,Beginrwr Sho\\ ,\~~nciat1,,n at th<! 
'Walk-Trot: Marcia Ford. 6th, l!n1wrsity of l\la~s.1d111~L'lh. 20 
Beginner Walk-Trot: Ginny nilkgL'S ,wrL' on hand for lhl" 
Partriclge. 2nd. BL·g1nnL'r L'VL'lll. Pritt' Wllllll'lsindudl·d· 
Walk-Trot-C;111ter: Sue Keller, Mh K.C'. Van Dye!-.. 3rd. Beµinnl!r 
Beginner Walk-Trot-Canter. Lisa Walk-Trot. (;11111y PartmlgL'. -Ith • 
.._ Young. 3rd. Novice Fences and B<"ginnl'r Walk-T1ol-CanlL'r: Ann 
6th. MaidL•n llorsemansl11p. Ann I: 111 111 er t ha I, 4 t h. 0 pen 
Emmert h.il, Isl, AdvancL·d h·nces llorseman~hip: MarglL' Sugarman, 
and .::! 11 d. Open I lorseman~hip: 5th. O pl!n llt>rsl!manship. The 
Margi<! Sugarman. 2ncl, Advanced II unt TL•am made up of !\kg 
Fl!nces: Meg Snyder. 4th, Snydn, Margie Sugarman and 
Advanced F<!nces: Mary Beth Ann l:111111erthal pl.iced third out 
·Clark, 4th, Advani:ed Feni:es and · of the IL'll colll!ge tl!alll~. 
c, th. Open llorsemanship. Ann The scl11:duk of rc11wi11111g fall 
1 1:mmerthal tied for Individual 'shows 1~: NoVl'lllhL·r 7 at thl' 
,Reserve Championship of the _Colll'ge of St. l:lizahL·th: and 
'show. November 21, ;Jl Secor F:1rn1s, 
Our Gymkhana team made up ,sponsored by Fairldgh Dicl-.inson 
·.of K.C. Van. Dyck, Sue Keller, University at Teanl!ck. 
C,•·~-
• J 
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IAthlete OJ The Week . 
,. 
Quarti:rback Doug Campbell of 
Rochester. N.Y. and soccer 
fullback Steve Klingman of 
Havcrtown. Pa. have been selected 
as the Ithaca College "Athletes of 
the Week'" for the period of 
October 18-23. 
Campbell ran 19 times for 166 
yards and one touchdown, and· 
completed six of twelve passes for' 
93 yards and another !·.°·• as. 
Ithaca lost a 35-20 dec1s1on to 
Bridgeport University last. 
Saturday night. 
Campbelrs touchdown came 
on a 53 yard gallop, and was th_e 
21 st rushing touchdown of his j career. He needs only three more 
in his last two collegiate games to 
tic the school record for career 
_. T.D.'s. In addition, Campbell has 
. :- now rushed for 2,017 yards and 
has a career total offense mark of 
3,267 yards. 
Klingman was a )otandout ~n 
dcfcnsi.: during Ithaca's 1-0 wm 
over Rochi.:ster University last 
week. and m ih 2-1 loss to RPI. In 
the Rochester game. Klingman 
shutout LJ of R.'), top ).corer Ma\c 
Fau~t. and then blanked RPI s 
All-American l.u1.:ky Kamanga on 
Saturday. 
Ca 111 phcll and Klingman _arc 
both ,cnllH Phy),1cal Education 
major), at Ithaca. Campbell is the 
.. son O f Mr. and Mrs. Gcor~c 
Campbell of I 23 Rouge Road m 
Rochesll!r. and is a ) 968 graduate 
of Ru),h-llcnrictta lligh School. 
Klingman i~ the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Philip Klingman of 117 
Photo by Alan T. NaJar Sunnyhill Lane in llavertown. and 
Doug Campbell is a I ')6X graduate of Haverford 
Town)ohip High School. 
,:,"/..0-////..r-'J""/...,.._,....rJ""//...,....rJ""J""/~..,;~DCICICIOO~ C iC Cc:ICIC 
-~11!J1YJi2.!!...,...tll!!...,..~R.2-~.,:, .... . .,...,. 
(LNSt At lca),t 40 junior and ('nntrol and Health Depts. 
~en1or l11gh ),chool athletes m suspected ox1dan_ts were the 
north central New Jersey got sick spec1f1c problem. Oxidants arek!he 
· · od11 ·t of a complex coo mg late last week. appJrcntly Jusllrom pr c . . h. . 
brc:1thing the air and exercising proce),s m the air_ when t er~ IS 
1 little wind lot), ol sun. and high ),trenuous Y. • h b l . such as At M1ddlesc·x County·s.lcvclsofot crsu sam·es._ • 
Qu1hhletown J u111or High foot hall hydrocarbons. ozone a~d nit~oghel~ 
J , ()0 xid ·s In New Jersey 11 pro11a )I praclll'C began arounr .,: p.m .. o ~-. . · . . •... 
011 Sl·pll'lllher II>. An hour lall-r. comes from mdustnal sources as 
nearly l"Vt·ry pl:1yer. :1bout 3t, in well as cars. . . . 
1 · ll w ·re dizzv :ind nau),eous. and • This sort of tl11ng hpapcns a 0 ~ 
•
1 
· "" ·. . ·· l'f ·. J Los Angelos l·ompl:1ining of chest pa111~. 1 n < a I ornaa. ~ th ·r 
'"We had to call off practice schools regularly shut down Cl 
I ·· ·· I •du ·ation programs when and call an emergency ambulance p 1ys11.:a c c . , . . 
t O I ake rno~t of the hoy), to the smog level gets too high. . 
hosp1t:i1s:· said Quihbletown J IIS There were strick•m boys and_ 
(
. .. I · · ti · II · nd soccer players principal l:dward Mc ,ang e. girls loo la a · ., 
··Then we began callmg around and track runners---a~ ahout 1-
·•rid 1·ound that the ),ame thing. on other schools. according lo New 
u f" ··I There a snwlkr ,cale. wa), liappenmg at Jersey Ilea Ith o t1c1a s. 
otlwrschoob."" seemed little doubt that air 
New Jersey·~ Air Poll111ion pollutionwa),thecause. 
'°RewishJ'DU great dinners and 
generous drinks in an atmosphere 
of glowing Tiffany shades and 
flickering fireplaces in one of our 
VICTORIAN PARLOURS. 
Cffewish}'DU soft lights, sweet 
music and touch dancing thru the 
wee hourn in THE BEDROOM, 
our unabashedly romantic cocktail 
lounge ... but most of all .. · 
Dinner and lntoaicant1 7 nighb 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
• J 
Record To 4-2 
Gridder Win · Streak Snapped 
the half it was 14-14. 
Ithaca managed to grind Ol 
another touchdown toward ti 
end of the third quarter, wh~ 
Kleinfelder went over from tr 
three, but then came the v. ii 
fourth quarter. 34 points We, 
scored in all and it started wh~ 
Bob Ozgar, Wilkes' fullbac! 
bulled over from the three. D;1,1 
· . Hallenback saved the day and th 
Photo by Richard Sharp· 
H ll b Ck I,... linebacker blocks extra-point try vs. Wilkes. Dana a en a , '- . . ' . 
game, when he broke through t 
block the extra-point try, an 
~eft the Bombers in front, 21-~1 
A ftcr that, it was no conk, 
Campbell threw the best pass , 
his career when he launched 
39-yarder to Barry Smith in t '.1 
end zone. Campbell threw it " 
the run, to make it more difficu11 
I guess Doug figured that wa~r. 
enough, so on the 11:ext series , 
plays, he got away for a 63-y~, 
run and another score. ll: 
KI e in fclder took it · over orh 
again to put the icmg on the cak: 
and it really didn't matter wh,·1 
the Colonels' Ted Yaeger scor,·, 
on a 17-yard run and made th 
two-point conversion. Pinal scrn,· 
lth°.!i:a 41, Wilkes 28. 
by Phil Chardis 
Well, the Bomber win streak 
was finally broken, but not before 
they ran it up to four games at the 
expense of Wilkes College. It took 
a top-notch University of 
Bridgeport team to stop Ithaca; 
but stopped they were, 35-20 
(worst loss of the year). It was a 
costly loss, too, because safety 
John Baumann reinjured his knee 
and may he lost for the season, 
while star linebacker Dana 
Ha I !en back sustained the same 
kind of injury and is a doubtful 
starter. The loss leaves the 
Born hers with a 4-2 record and 
still in quest of a winning season 
with two games to play. That 
shouldn't be any trouble with 
Grove City coming up tomorrow, 
but next week - Watch Out! C.W. 
Post brings quarterback Gary 
Wichard to Ithaca, and he's one of 
the finest there is. He loves to 
throw, and has been the 
All-E.C.A.C. 
Bridgeport 35, Ithaca 20 
Not too much to say about 1111 
the one. The Purple Knights were h1~ 
tough, and had a great groun, 
game. The Bombers once aga11 
fell down 14-0, but fought b.rd 
and scored just before the h.tl 
ended, on a Campbell to W~kt 
I 0-yard pass. Campbell was . 
bright light in the second half too 
starting out with a 5)-y;rr, 
touchdown run to bring th, 
Bombers within one. The Blu, 
went for two and it fell throu!!h 
and that just about wrapped it 1111 
Bridgeport rolled up three mor, 
touchdowns before the Blue coul, 
score again on a Bob Mangiom· 1, 
Andy Lambie pass with no tim, 
remaining on the clod 
Bridgeport's three tiackfklc 
runners all had over 100 yard• 
rushing, while Campbell had I 1i1· 
yards on the ground, and 93 mor, 
in the air. Left no hope for a 7-1 
year, and some doubt as to a 6-~ 
Some quick stats sh\111 
Campbell the team leader 111 
· · , rushing with 437 yards and ii 
total offense with 830. Barri 
: ·///;; ~~ Smith has caught 12 passes f,,, 
: · ·-· 225 yards. Campbell leads 11· 
scoring with 36 points, and ncl•d, 
)9 more to break the all-11111,· 
record. Joe Moresco is punting,,,, 
a fine 37.4 average and·six cot1111 
corners. 
Grove City is 1-5 and Bomh~1, 
should have no trouble .post1 11 ~ 
their fifth win, although th,·i 
Photo bY Richard Sharp 
Mike.Welch picked up IOI yards rushing in the IC win. 
· underrated the Grovers last YL":1r 
and look what happened. Onl) 
thing. that would hurt Ithaca b 11 
they are caught looking ahead '.'' 
next week. I don't think the} ii 
get caught: Ithaca 39, Grove C11\ 
10. Game time is 2:00 p.m. "·1 
South H_ill. 
The most 
Meaningful Semester 
you'll ever spend ... 
could be the one on 
World CamP.US AOoat 
Saillnf Feb. 1972 to Alrica and the Orient 
Through a transfer format, more than 5.000 
students from 450 campuses have partrcipated 
lfor a semester in th1~ unique program in inter· 
inatronal education. 
WCA will broaden your horizons. literally and 
figuratively ... and give _you a better ~hance to 
make 1t-meaningfully-m this changing world. 
You'll study at sea with an experienced cos-
mopolitan facuily. and then during port stops 
you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that 
no matter how foreign and far-away, you have a 
101 rn common with people of other l~nds. . 
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think: 
we've done our best to bring ii within reach of 
most college students. Wrrte today for free 
details. 
TEACHERS: Summer travel with credit for teach-
ers and administrators. 
~-~-
• 
Write Today to: 
Chapman Collea•. 
Box CC28, ~ranp,_ Ciliflrala B2~~ 
F.ONT ANA'S I COLLEGETOWN ITHACA, N. Y. 
. SINCE ltzl · AR 2-2080 
401 Eddy· St. 
TRAIL·and 
HIKING 
BOOTS 
CRAFT.ED IN ITALY 
. ' 
SUPPLE. \YATER;REPELLENT 
LEATHERS 
...~~···~ .... -
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Tennis End$ Season 
By· Crushing Oneonta Harriers Third In ICAC 
by Dave Fem 
by Mimi Lucey 
The Women's Varsity Tennis 
team played their final home 
match on October 13. defeating 
Oneonta 5-0. Outstanding 
performances were turned in by 
•111 the team members, especially 
Senior Captain Barb Geier who 
won 6-0, 6-0 in her last home 
match for Ithaca. 
Last Tuesday the team traveled 
1o Cortland to play both Cortland 
.ind Brockport. Ithaca. for the 
,t·cond time this season, swept 
Brockport 5-0, but lost to 
Cortland 3-2 in a tight match. 
Playing IO game pro sets, Barb 
Geier again gave out a terrific 
performance as did Debbie 
Griswold. Barb Schlosser and 
Debbie Grunwald also played 
excellent doubles, winning I0-9 
with a tie breaker of 5-I against 
Brockport and losing 9-10 with 
Jnother tie breaker of 1-5 to 
Cortland. The team finishes its 
,.:ason with a record of four wins 
.ind two losses. 
Photo by Dana Gotthoffer 
Last home match for Barb Geier 
Mike Post, a sophomore from 
Norwalk, Connecticut, paced the 
harriers to a third place finish in 
,he I.C.A.C. meet held last 
Saturday at Alfred University. 
Post finished in sixth place among 
the 43 starters representing the 
.seven conference teams. He ran 
· the five-mile hilly course in a time 
of 28: 16, followed by '<Ron 
Redfield-Lyon ( I 0), Dave Fern 
(I 5). Kevan Morrisroe ( 1-8) and 
Ted Reuten1ck (21). The 
·individual winner was Lee 
Pollock, a sophomore from St. 
Lawrence University, who set a 
new course record in 27:09. The 
team championship went to R.I.T. 
who placed their top five runners 
in the first IS placed. They were 
followed by R.P.1. and Ithaca. 
On Wednesday, October 20, 
Ithaca shut out Hobart by the 
score of 15-44. The top spot was 
shared by Post and 
Redfield-Lyon. They. were 
followed by Steve Synakowski, 
Dave Fern, Kevan Morrisroe, Ted 
_Ruetenick and Dave Bell. It 
marked the first time that Ithaca 
has defeated Hobart in cross 
country. 
Mike Post has seemed to be the 
. spark plug of the team. He has 
been the most co.nsistant 
performer running in the number 
one and two positions throughout 
the season. Ted Ruetenick, a 
senior out for the first tune, has 
made steady improvement 
through the season. Ile has 
worked his was up to tie a 
member of the varsity which 
officially includes the top se\'en 
runners. Presently Ted is student 
teaching gym at Dryden through 
the conclusion of the semester. lie 
hopes to coacl1 track or cross 
country in the near future. 
This Tuesday the team will run 
against Cortland State in an 
important meet. A victory means 
a winning season. a rarl' feat for 
the harriers. It should be a close 
match with Cortland holding the 
home course advantage. A victory 
would be a great way to conclude 
the season. 
rr· 
........ ; . 
Photo by Bennet Smu11y.1n Mike Post 
~·············*********************************=' Ithaca College 
Sport Shorts MIAA News And Standings 
The Talcott Tods defeated 
Spanky and Our Gang in overtime 
oil Wed., Oct. 27, in the first of 
the play-off games to determine 
1 ht• two league winners. Delta 
Kappa, who drew a bye, meets 
Spanky and Our Gang on Thurs .. 
Oct 2 8, to decide the fourth 
play-off berth. The semi-final 
n,und will be played this Monday 
.1lld I he all-college championship 
µ .1 m e w i 11 b e p I a y e d o n 
Wt·llllesday. 
The cross-country run was held 
nil October 27 and the results 
1\lll be pubiish~d in next week's 
Ithacan. 
MIAA Basketball will start on 
November I 0. Notices have been 
sent out and should be posted in 
all the men's dorms. Extra rosters 
can be picked up in the MIAA 
Office in Room I 7 of the Hill 
Physical Education Center. and 
also in Egbert Union and the 
campus bowling alleys. These 
rosters should be completed and 
turned in at the Nov. 8 captain's 
meeting. The teams should consbt 
of a minimum of ten players and a 
maximum of twelve, with the 
set-110 consisting of two 
conferences-"pro and college." 
There is still time for anyone 
who is interested to sign up for 
the proposed rifle club or the 
pre-season ski mstruction. The 
sign-up sheets arc localed outside 
the MiAA Office. 
American 
I. Pi Lam "A" 
2. Afro Latin Society 
National 
I. Talcott Tods 
2. Spanky & Our Gang 
3. Delta Kappa 
W-L-Pct. 
10- 1 · .909 
l) · 2 .818 
W-L-Pct. 
H 2 .800 
8 2 .800 
8 · 2-· .800 
Jack Tuttle, who received a Masters Degrt't' in Physical hlucat,on 
from Ithaca College in 1'14'>, has bet•n namt·d to till' Cortland Stale 
Sports Hal! of Fame. Tuttle has been a key man in tht• l'rofes~1onal 
Golf Association fort he past few years. 
Rebecca Snyder. who is currt·ntly pt·rfor1111ng 1\llh tht· l1h.1ca 
Collt•ge's Women's Varsity Fit·ld llod,l'y ll'am, ,~ !ht· granddaughter 
of Robert Willia
0
111 Clark who pit d1.:d in I ht· I 1l.!O World St·rit·, for 
the Cleveland lndi,tns. 
* * •• it 
Dr. William Straub. Coordinator or (iraJuate Program~ in l'hysil·al 
Education at llha<.:a College will addres~ lht· memht•rs or lht· Suffolk 
· Zone of the New York State Associatiori tor llealt h. Phy.~1cal 
Education and Recreation al Comack ( L.1.1 lligh School on Ol·toher 
l<J. llis topic will he "Chalknges for l'hy~1cal l:ducalion in tht· 70's 
and xo·s ... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PRESENTED BY: WICB 
STEREO SHACK 
716 West Green St. AM 600 
FALL VIEW 
SKI SHOP 
FM 91 
326 East Falls- St. 
STARTS MONDAY NOV. 1,. 1971 
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THEATRE 
7:00 & 9:30 P.M. 
$2.50 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL 273-2121 
Tickets Available at: 
Egbert Union 
Midtown Records 
Tobacconalia's College Smoker 
Mayer's Smoke Shop 
Willard Straight Ticket Office 
Alt Orrall-01wald Production . · 
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